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STILL A- MOVIN'

CALM FOLLOWS STORM
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INSURANCE

IN NATIONAL CAPITAL

COMPANIES

Calls on Other States

,

,

Ml

Part of Insurance Companies. CONFEREES

of Frick
MORE

San Francisco, Cal., May 18. The
insurance companies paid to policy
holders yesterday,- $160,000, which la
the first payment that has been made
lnee the fire. It is reported that by
the end of the month tine greater art
, of undisputed
claims will have been

Bailey Is Said to Be Much Chagrined at the Position in
Which He Is Placed With President Roosevelt,
Fearing Defeat By Constituents.

present, to be confined to line officers,
since the only civil engineer eligible
under the law are officers of the corps
settled.
who are not recognized as available.
Leopard Can't Change Spots.
Washington, D. C, May 18
Of course, if Peary, who is a civil en
wfaicii
The Insurance companies
p.
(Bulletin,
m.)
4
The railroad
manifest an intention of resisting i rate bill has passed the senate. Vi glneer In the navy .should be heard
rrom later in the year as having
claims and of evading payment of
iA reached the north pole, perhaps
Che
louses sustained by policy holders In
Washington, D. C, May 18. Th-- Question would be settled by his
the great fire, by resorting to legal
although
technicalities, will be marked comhis
Arctic
committee on privileges and Pintment.
panies and may meet with drastic elections today postponed its meet-- achievements would probably place
action in some states. This is indi- ine for a vote on the Smoot caso un- - nln' sufficiently in demand as a lee- turer to make a bureau chelftalnship
cated by the tenor of replies received til Monday.
by Insurance Commissioner E. M.
In It. Judgmer-t- ,
Eliminated.
Wolf, in response to his appeal to the
led
railroad rate bill was the mention of a number ofhas
prominent
insurance departments of other states takenhenup the
today
senate
the
resumed
to assist him in compelling the in- consideration of fthe Teller amend- - Une officers for the Endfcott
aTheld
Rear Admiral M. T
surance companies' to dial fairly in ment, striking out
the provision giv- - of lhe corps of civlT eng nee", and
the present crisis.
Ing to t'he interstate commerce
i
o.
tira
Opening of Deposit Vaults.
mission power to prescr be rates, the Among those mentioned in this
in its judgment."
Over 1,000 persons, each wearing
In strtk- - nectio are c w E
c
an anxious and worried look, and im ing out this clause the vote stood 50 commandant of
the navy yard and
patient to examine papers and valua- for and 24 against.
.,oi
f
sunerlntendent
ble deposits in the vaults of the CaliRayner Takes the Floor.
tory at Washington: Commander John
fornia Safe Deposit & Trust company,
At 1:30 o'clock this afternoon theiM. Bowyer, now in command of the
stood in line yesterday, awaiting the railroad rate 'bill was completed and Columbia; Captain Richardson
Clover,
opening of the valuts. The contents ready to pass, when Rayner took the who is in Washington
on waiting or- of the lioxes were found initact.
floor.
uers, and Captain Richard Wain
bank alio
The
wright, a member of the general
His Figurative Remarks.
opened its vaults and found the books,
Rayner in the senate today, said uoard.
papers and money in perfect condi- - that he expected
it'he president would
tion. At a meeting of the clearing change his opinion again before the BAILEY IS CAUGHT
dewas
yesterday
it
house committee
bill was finally enacted, and would
IN HIS OWN TOILS.
cided that the commercial banks of get back to the Long amendment. ispeclal to The Evening
Citizen.
regular
city
shall be opened for
this
"There is no telling but that in a few
Washington, D. C.. May 18. The
business next Wednesday.
days some new Chandler of fortune statehood conferees will meet lion
Fine Pay for Masons.
may get possession of the president, day, waiting
the final vote on the
The Masons and Builders' associa- and get mini back to the original ter-- j railroad rate for
'bill. That vcite may be
bricklaytion has raised the wages of
a
me preside
resemuies
tain in a naif Uiour or not in a week-ers and helpers. Commencing on May minus.
kaleidoscope. This is a great era for. Senator Eailey. of Texas, is ereatlv
21, brick layers will receive $7 or a national disturbances, and the presl-- ; chagrined
the outcome of his
day of eight' hours and helpers 4. in (lent seems jealous or earthquakes connection over
the president con
the statement issued, the association and volcanoes. He gees careening learning the with
rate 4M. It is reported
says that the supply of this' ETnd.'pf rnrougn space, oblivious of where he that
conspired with Senator Al
skilled labor is inadequate to the de came from and with no conception of drieh he
for th.; dtfeait of the Mil, by his
mand, and they found it necessary to wnere ne is going.
introduction or an amendment calcu
take this action as en inducement to
iated to divide the democrats, and
journeymen to come and help in re CHIEF OF YARDS AND
thus to deprive them of the honor of
building the city.
DOCKS, REAR ADMIRAL, furnishing the majority for the pasWashington, D. C, May 18. The sage of the bill. The effect was to
SAYS GEN. GRANT
coming vacancy of the billet o( chief force Hu- reuniting of ell republicans
of the Bureau cf Yards and Docks of with 'the president, and thus enabling
WAS PREJUDICED the Navy Department, with the rank the Administration to pass its mean-owthout the aid of the democrats
rear admiral, promises to lead to
PRIVATE RHODES, SENTENCED an interesting test of the rival candl Bailey tears that this may defeat this
for the
TO FIFTY YEARS, GIVES FUR dates. The fight appears,
THER DESCRIPTION OF LIFE IN
BILLEBIB PRISON.
BILL

IS

PASSED AT LAST.

Peace or

con-word-

u--

Alfred Field Rhodes, whose suffer
ings in the Billebib prison, on the
Island of Luzon, while a military prisioner there for more than three years,
were such as to turn his hair prema
turely gray, and to seam his face with
lines that make him appear as a man
of 50 or 60 years of age, though he is
but 34, stated to a representative of
The Evening Citizen today mat
through the account of his sufferings,
as published in yesterday's issue of
The Citizen, he had received many offers of assistance, most of which he
had declined, as the wanted work, not
charity. Later he received an offer of
employment from a labor agency
which he accepted and will ship to
morrow to work on the Santa Fe near
Helen.

was on duty," said Rhodes, "one
night, shortly after General Grant had
taken charge In the Philippines, before the general's quarters. Some officers, my lieutenant and captain among
them, were intoxicated, and were singing before the general's tent.
"General Grant heard them, and
came down to have them arrested, but
they fled before he arrived. He asked
me who they were and 1 defined to
tell him, for I knew that if I did I
would catch it from my superior off-

'I

icers,
"My refusal made the general mad
and I have often thought that was
why lie was so hard on me in the
court martial trial in which I was
sentenced to a living death.
"In Billebib prison life was not

worth living. There were about i.uuO
prisoners there, white soldiers,
and natives. The filth was aw-- t
til. The major in command and his
wife, who used to accompany him on
inspection tours of the prison, seemed
to be without feeling, looking upon us
us cattle. For each little offense
iigainst the strict rules, for a grouse
or dirty spot, we would be sentenced
to ten days in the dungeon on bread
and water.
"During the ten days that we were
on bread and water the major would
pocket the money that tiie government was paying for our food we were
supposed to be getting. That's where
they got the major on embezzlement
and sentenced him to fio years."
Rhodes had many other tales of
horror to tell of the days when he was
a military prisoner in Billebib, some
of them being of such a horrible and
revolting nature as to be unfit for
publication. The practices that are of
the
inside
occurrences
common
according to
gloomy prison walls,
Rhodes, were such as to make the
most hardened shudder with disgust.
shreds, his
His bauds ac worn
tinners, where the hummer, with
which lie broke rocks, was clutched,
are worn to the bone; every feature
of his lineament tells of sufferings.
lint lhe eves. I he Kale watery eyes
so lonir accustomed to ibe gloom and
revolting scenes of the prison, tell
the whole story plainer ban word
net-ro-

es

i

STILL

THE

AFTER

GREAT

War Between People and Emperor

Reply Made by Parliament.
There was a marked contrast la the
enthusiasm displayed by the people
of all classes to the downcast and
sullen stolidity with which the czar's
birthday was observed last year and
the year before. At noon the guns
of the dingy fortress on the banks
of the Neva fired an imperial salute
of 121 guns. The program of the day
includes a grand reception at the
palace, where the czar received the
congratulations of the members of the
court, the high state officials, the
Biemliers of the diplomatic corps and
delegations from various departments
of the country. Many promotions and
decorations were announced today. In
t'he evening there were special ipor-- ..
.
..
.
inmmiticeft in the theaters, many ban
quota and fire works for the masses.
BIRTHDAY OF CZAR IS
Nicholas II, the present czar, who
GENERALLY OBSERVED.
the
St. Petersburg, May 18. The city Is the eighth ruler to represent
was born
is ablaze with decorations and from house of Romanoff-Holsteln- ,
C,
May
18,
May
or
according to the
early morning thousands of people,
dressed in their best clothes, thronged 'new style, in the year 1868, and was
the streets, so as not to miss a single the oldest son of Emperor Alexander
feature cf the various ceremonies III and Princess Dagmar, the daughter
with which the birthday of the czar of the late King of Denmark. He
During the early morn- ascended the throne November 1, 1894
la observed.
ing hours the churches in all parts and four weeks lattr was married to
of the city were crowded with wor Princess Alexandra Allx, daughter of
shippers, who offered thanks for the Grand Duke Ludwig IV, of Hesse.
preservation of the czar's life, and They have five children, four of them
prayed for his future preservation. daughters, the youngest a son.

St. Petersburg, May 18. The crit
moment which will decide
ical
whether there shall be peace or war
between the crown and the people,
apparently arrived with the adoption
by the lower Ihouse of parliament last
night of its reply to the speech from
the throne. President Mouromtsef
has gone to Peteriiof to present the
reply to the emperor, and his majes
ty's response is awaited with great
anxiety. It is exjiected that the em- lieror will adopt a temporizing pol
icy. The dispatches from the interior
in frcnt of
report demonstrations
prisons in all parts of Russia, in fa
vor of the release of political prisoners.
.

18.

The evidence velopments at the hearing

progress

Commerce commission. E. J. Cleave,
superintendent of the Cambria and
Clearfield division of the Pennsylvania
railroad, was the first witness. He was
asked if he held stock in any coal
company. He said he had 250 shares
shares in the Cochran coal company,
which he received In partial payment
for land sold to the company. "Had
you ever seen offered stock In any
of the coal companies?" asked Attor- ney Glascow. "I was offered stock but
declined to accept it." F. L. Shepherd
of New York, general superintendent
of the United Railways of New Jersey, when questioned by Glascow said
that he owned stock in several mining
companies.
Galled Jade Winces.
The following is the statement issued today by Captain John P. Green.
first vice president of the Pennsyl- vania Railroad company: "Recent de

coal companies, and the acceptance
of gratuities by its employes, are a
surprise to the management. While it
is not believed ma' they have caused
an injustice to the public or the com
pany, the facts with respect thereto
win bo thoroughly investigated, an
no ownership or other practice cal
caluated in any manner to effect the
full and impartial discharge of dut
owed by the company, its officers an
employes to the public, will be toler
ateil."

SILVER CITY AND

COMMENCEMENT

RATON "BOSS

CLEVELAND GRAND JURY
IS AFTER THE ICE TRUST
Cleveland, Maq 18. The grand Jury

anti-tru-

st

Indictments today against
flenry Norvell and thirteen
of the City Ice Delivery
known, locally as the ice
a charge of violating the
law.

EXERCISE

TOWNS

SAYS JOE E. SHERIDAN, TERRITORIAL COAL MINE INSPEC-

SO

TONIGHT

The commencement exercises of the
will take
npie high school
place at the Elks' ojM-rhouse tonight, May 18. at 8::ju o'clock, and
Interest ing program
the foil wing
will in rendered:
Rev. J. C. Rollins
Invocation
A Spring Song
Smith
Mesdames Harrison. McDonald. Mil
ler and Washburn.
Commencement Address
AlliiKiu.

TOR.
J e K. Sheridan coal mine inspector
for the territory, sinnt last night in
tiie city, and left on the limited train
his forenoon for Gallup. Mr. Sheri-d'ai- i
is out on one of his MTitxlical
trips to tie various coil camps of the
territory, after a short visit to his
home at Silver City.
"Why d n't you come down to a
good town?'' ask. d the coal
mine
.
i ii.si
voicin-- ;
his sentiments, as
a home patriot. "Silver City and
Itaton are the boss towns of the territory. Tlu-ris something doing at
both of th'ise places. Raton is husv
building railroads and Silver City in
digging mines."
i

Vocal Sol'
Mrs.

Hon. II. It. FergiiKson
Dudb 'v Huck
Sunset
K.

L. W

Presentation of Diplomas
Siii i inteneeiil J. K. Clark.
Mohiing
Legends
Ladies' Quartet.
Following ate tiie graduates: Clarence Rogers. (Mia Sf-- u 1, .Lan L'dna
l.u'hy. Wiliiam
Hiililis. I'.nm.a
HurUe Wroth, Vid.i G. Pinin y. Th
Talbert Shinier. KlaiK he Isabel
PorterfieM, Edith Walker in I Sam Hj

m-a- s

Si
K.

St. Louis Wool.
Louis, Mo., May IS. Wool

adv and unchanged.

mar-s-

t

Kee.

COUNTY

AGO OUTCOME OF FEUD

DURING

DISTRICT

CONTRACT!

IT

FAR-REL-

COURT

L

Sandoval county district court clos
ed last night, and Judge Abbott and
the court attaches, with the straggling
of attorneys that have beeu going to
Bernalillo daily, returned to the city
last night, and today are again to be
found in their accustomed places;
Judge Abbott in hia comfortable
chambers at the court house und the
attorneys in their olhces.
"Well, I'm mighty glad that Sandoval court is over. One grows mighty
tired getting up before 6 o'clock mornings to make a train to go to Bernalillo to transact ten minutes business,
and then hang around a dusty railway
station till night, with time hanging
heavy on your hands, waiting for a
train that brings you home after supper time. All this, too, when one has
loads of business piling up in the
office. I guess Judge Abbott had a
real taste of what it used to be to
hold court in New Mexico in pioneer
days. The peoplo of Sandoval county
are more primitive than in any other
county in the territory, and the juries
drawn there are almost completely
made up of natives."
This was the voluntary statement of
un attorney who had been so unfortunate an to have had to attend the
Sandoval court on several different
occasions during the late session.
The m"-- ! iinxirt;int work accomplished at the closing day's session
was the sentencing of Felix Ilustos to
one year in the penitentiary. Ituiitos
was found guilty of sodomy.

WORK.

Another vigorous kick is being registered agtalnst the manner in which
the city, at the instructions of the
city ccAincll, was renumbered by a
man named Farrell, who secured the
contract from the council for numbering the houses, and whose lax
methods and the irregular manner In
which the work was done by Farrell
wa exploited and called to the attention of the public through the columns of The Evening Citizen at the
time.
Postmaster Hopkins Is the one who
now finds tthat Farrell's work has
made trouble for his carrier force.
The houses are not numbered correctly, 6ays Postmaster
Hopkins,
some street houses being numbered
on avenue, and vice versa, and in
some instances numlered cn both.
Some houses In one block bear the
same numbers, the numliers do not
run in regular order, and altogtrther.
It would take a hieroglyphic reader to
be; able
o find an address unless
knowing where it was In fore reading
it uikjii an envelop.
Farrell, who later skipped thi city,
leaving several unpaid Dills behind,
made such a mess of it that it is more
than likely that the city council will
have to ord r the work done all over
a'hin, tand in the event lhat they do,
it is to be 'ii(wd "that they will let
the contract to some
and
trustworthy person vil.o at least has
rains enough to winder houses correctly without f.v icli.iiglng the occu- ATHLETES AND ORATORS
MEET IN OKLAHOMA CITY.
pants, us did the List c.utractor.
OMihoma City. Okla., May IS. The
MANY FAILURrS AMONG
annual meet umter the auspices of the
Southwestern Athletic anil Oratorical
WOULD BE MIDSHIPMEN.
New
York. May 1" The recent Association opened here t day with
preliminary examinations of candi- 'an unusually large attendance of
representing various schools
;is midshipdates tor appointment
men
in the failure of ninety-tw- and colleges in the southwestern
candidates and the acceptance of s ates. The entries for tile a'hletic
eighty-MiThe Utter Mill contests are numerous and include
candidates
have to he examined physically. This some at ;ilete or considerable prom-- j
Besides
will go only a small way toward fill- inenc In college athletics.
ing the 320 vacancies representing the the delegates of ne states included
t
fourth class of me Naval Acad- in the isrganiati.n there are many
emy, but It is hope. that there will delegations from cities in Arkansas,
be many candidates who will rejiort Colorado und oilier bordering states,
n June 19, for tiie . amination to which do not yet belong to the assoIn tho mean- ciation.
It is ixperted that they will
i:ke plncv at Anna;i!
time tlunt candidates who have been Join and thus greatly enlarge the
t he
elation. Besidt-acceted will I,., grant. leave of ab- scope of the :
oratornt-.here will
sence until June lv hen they must athletic
ami for these, too. the
report at the Naval A ebmy and le ical coti'-is-The
numerous.
iisi!Kl to July on ''. I'nited States entries are ipiit
steamer Severn.
meet will lust two days.
dele-igat'-

o

i

m-x-

St.

Spelter.

Louis. Mo.,
lower at $.YSo.

Mai

IX-

Spelter,

Lead and Copper.
strong.
eal.
York. May
15.7511 $'; coppe r, firm, lis. Tift Hit.
New

ix.-l.-

Pltisburg,
May
18.
Alexander
Bergman, who made an attempt on
ehe life of Henry C. Frick, during the
great steel strike at Homestead, in
18fl2, was released from prison today.
afttr serving fourteen yeara. On leav
ing the prison, he was notified to quit
the city at once. Ke stated that he
was going to St. Louis.
Has Nothing Against Frick.
In an interview, Bergman said tlhat
he never regretted his act tand would
have no regret had he succeeded in
killing Frick. It w as a matter or principle, not personal feeling, which inspired the deed.
Conditions had
changed, he said, and he now had
nothing against Frick, and never expected to see him again.
"There is one thing I want to deny,' he said, "and that is that I am
to become a leader of the anarchists
and take Herr Most's place. There is
nothing in that. I am g:ing to lead
a quiet life and try to make an hon
est living, and I have no doul but
wnat
can do bo."

Butte. Mont.. Mav 1S MIU iriitT,r
aged 66 years, was hanged in this
cny an 6; 30 o clock this morning for
me muraer or Henry Galllhan, October 24. 1904. Death wea instantan
eous. Fully 2,000 people witnessed
me execution, duller made no statement. His extreme age and feeble
health led to numerously
Mons ta commute his sentence to life
imprisonment, hut the governor refused to Interfere. Fuller was suspected of three murder. on riilJnr
back twenty years, but he could not
ue convicted or these.
Particulars of Killing.
Galllhan and Fuller had be.n hit
ter foe lor twenty years. In 188S
caught Galllhan In the act ot
attacking a
girl, and forced
mm, ait ene point of a revolver to desist. Three times after that Galli-ha- n
attempted ta kill Fuller, and the
men never Ttassed without threats
and hands on nlstol butt. Th niht
of October 24, 1904, the men met la
uuitie ana in the affray that ensued.
Galllhan was killed. Both were pros
pectors.

RETIRED ARMY OFFICER
CARELESS IN FINANCES. ATTEMPTED ROBBERY
New York Mav IS fir. no mil r n
COME TO NAUGHT
Grant, as the commander of the Department of the East; has under
BURGLARS FOILED BY
complaints made by New WOULD-BA BROKEN
LOCK AND BARS
iorK citizens against Major Warren
OVER THE WINDOWS NO CLUE
.
H. CowleB. U. S. A.. rotlrd. vhn
TO PERPETRATORS.
sides in New York City. It is alleged
that Major Cowles is careless In meetAs yet neither the police nor Mori
ing hid financial obligations, and an
investigation was recently made into & Azarlo, the proprietors, have been
the affairs o! that officer. The re- able to get a clue to the Identity of
sults of the tnnnlrv rild not Antlrolv the party or parties who attempted
satisfy the War Department authori- - to burglarize' their store on North
utu,
reierrea me matter to uen-era- ) Third street night before last, and
Grant, with Instructions to make have about given up the attempt,
it is thought that some of
further investlxitlon, and lakn wwh
action aJh he believed to be neces the natives who have been loafing
around that portion of the town for
sary.
some time past without visible means
of support are the guilty partlei.
INTERESTING FIND
The would-b- e
burglars apparently
first tried
door as a means
NEAR CAIRO, EGYPT of entrance,theasback
a hole, large enough
to permit the slipping in of a hand,
Boston, Mass., May 18. The Rev. was cut in the door. A spring lock
Dr. William Copley Winslow, a noted was on the tear door and the fact that
archaeologist of this city, has re- - it was broken and could not be turned
icoived an extensive conimunioaUiom was tho only thing that kept the
from Prof. Flinders Petrle. the well thieves out. The knob had beeu
known Kgyptcloglst, containing some broken off the lock, which made it a
highly interesting details of his re very difficult matter to secure a hold
cent discoveries near Cairo, Egypt'. on it, and in addition to this the lock
According to the statements of Prof. Itself was so out of order as to be
Petrle, he has discovered the remains unturnable.
They next tried the window. After
of the Temple of Onlas, at Tel-EYahu-dloeighteen miles north of breaking a pane of glass in the rear
Cairo, and lie has brought to light window the thieves discovered the
bars which are across the
evidence of the presence of the'Hyk iron
sos, cr Shepherd Kings, in the Delta, WllldoWH nn tha inafrlA and nr,t Iul
thereby solving an interesting puzzle Ing able to get them 'off, evidently
on this point. Prof.' Petrle also states gave up the Jcb In disgust, as these
two attemnta Wf ta nil thai
niala
that he has, In all iprobabllity, identi- or
at least only the evidence of these
fied the treasure city of Kameses,
built by the Israelites la bondage, iwo attempts at entrance remains.
thousands of years before the time of
Ohrlst. The construction of the city COLUMBIA AND YALE
Is referred to in the first chapter of
TO EDUCATE CONSULS
the Book of Exodus.
Yahu-dieThe mounds of Tel-E- l
were visited and described in 1825 by
New York, May 18. The detailed
Liiiiant, the French engineer and explorer. Subsequently, Greville Chea- announcement of the plans for coter, Hayter Iewis, Brugsch Bay, and operation between Yale and Columbia
others, examined or excavated the In educating men for the consular
hai
site. In 1S87, for the Egypt Explora- service and other work abroad sysbeen officially made. The
tion Fund, Prof. Naville made determ- Just
tem
Inaugurated
preresigned
is
to
ined efforts to disclose the secrets of pare
studenits for any sort of work in
the mounds, but did not succeed.
foreign
including
countries,
business
Prof. Petrle, in his communication
ty Dr. Winslow, says: "Our discov- enterprises, missionary work and for
Investigations.
ery of the actual town and temple scientific
The courses offered are quite varied
slue of Onlas Is beyond a doubt. It
the
Is a very clear case of all the known and are intended to familiarize
requirements being satisfied as to the student with the general subjects rework abroad and
date, place, conditions and buildings. quired for successful
enable him to gain quick mastery
Besides the temple site and city, we to special
problems that may present
ha-va remarkable historical subject of
Special courses are also
here in clearing the Hyksos cemo themselves.
giving social knowledge of
tery and the great fort of the Hyksos. offered
particular countries in which students
Tho torn lis contain scarabs of the may
intend to work.
Hyksos, and we have got at this place
Tho language courses include elescarabs tf Khyan, Apepi II, and mentary
and advanced work In SquiSkbanra, who were probably all Hyksh, Italian. Portugese, Dutch, Armensos."
ian, modern Persian, Arabic, Syriac,
Turkish and Chinese. Part of the
DISTRICT CLERK DAME DEwork in I'ach course is t be done at
NIES RESIGNATION RUMORS Columbia, and iart at Yale. The same
division Is made In the other courses,
which include work iu physical and
nothing
is
may
say
that there
"You
commercial geography, transportation
a
not
In it, whatsoever.
is
There
systems, markets, materials of com-n- i
am
word of truth In the report.
ree, forestry,
hygiene,
tropical
a
on
Mexico
business geology, anthrpology, history of Spanish-Amerely going to
be
ub.sent
from
probably
trip and will
Asia, Russia, India, IVr-sithe territory two weeks."
China, the United States and the
by
statement
made
This was tho
hlstcry of diplomacy, treaties and colDistrict Clerk Dame this nficrnooii, onization, a course In religions, ecorumor
the
with
when
confronted
principles of public
nomics and
around the street that he had resigned finance, statistics, money and banka
with
and would connect himself
ing, as well as French, Spanish, tler-tnumining company operating in Mexico,
commercial and international
temwhile Mrs. Dame made her home
law.
Ke.
at
Santa
porarily with friends
The sticctssful completion of the
course offered is expected to take
THIEF TOOK AUTO AND
three years in the esse of candidates
BONDS FROM J. H. CLARK. for the consular service and two years
Nw York, May 18. A lti,im an-- t in it her cases. On the completion of
nmUle containing $4oo,tnm worth the work the student will ! entitled
of ImhkIs. script and t.ier valuable to an appropriate certificate signed
papers was stolen early today by a by the presidents of Yale and Columdaring thief, who climbed into the bia. Students who take the course
machine while it stood unoccupied on must have completed at least two
Broadway, near
street. years of undergraduate work in some
Its owner, J. H. Clark, an automobile approved college.
banufacturer. bad stepped Into a loar-lNew York Money Market.
restaurant. The an'o was heard
New York. May IS. Moiuy on call,
pulling as it started away, and the
owner rushed to the street as the ea.-al 3 1i 3 Va IxT cent; prime merar und the corner and es cantile iaper, 5 1i 5 3 per cent. Bar
thief
silver, tiT'c.
caped.
E

h

FELIX
BUSTOS
SENTENCED TO
ENGAGED
ONE
ONE YEAR IN THE PENITEN
NUMBER
TO
CITY'S
TIARY FOR SODOMY.
HOUSES KICKS STILL BEING
AGAINST
REGISTERED
THE

of stock presentation by coal compa- - before the Interstate Commerce com
nies to railroad officials was adduced mission in this city, in respect to the
at today's session of the Interstate aquisition an downership of stocks in

returned
President,
directors
company,
trust, on
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CITY COUNCIL IN

WHEN

Pennsylvania Railroad Company Claims Ig
norance of Existing Conditions Cleveland
Grand Jury Indicts Ice Trust Directors.
Philadelphia, May
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14 YEARS

Free Today and Was Many Long Years, But Which
Ordered to Leave Pitts- Culminated in October
burg Immediately.
of 1904.

Commercial

Banks to
Open Wednesday.

THN

Imprisonment.

Was Set

ON NEXT MONDAY

TO MEET AGAIN

HANGED TODAY

Alexander Bergman, Who Governor Refused Many
Tried to Take Life
Requests for Life

Floor and Made Speech.

FAIR DEALINGS ON

AGED MAN WAS

IMPRISONMENT

Rate Bill Was Completed Today and Was Ready
For Vote When Senator Rayner Took the

For Help to

12:)

AT BUTTE CITY

MANY YEARS OF

-
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NUMUEK
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BUT RAYNER HAS SAY
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of public Instruction.
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awake, asaiorTlee and expreaa aionar erdVr
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ar

Automatic

I S3

YOUNG GARCIA

the most exciting Karnes
ever seen In Roswell, the

At Dea Moines
Des Moines
Pin bid

th.

Made

CREAM.

FROM

MADE

JERSEY CREAM, NO
EGOS, NO GELATIINi;, NO
CHE.MICAIjS
PURE
JUST
JERSEY CREAM, GRANULAT-

H. Jl. E.
14

t

5

1

5

Drinker, Manske nnl
rrtson. Mes-sK-t
and Sis- -

R. If. B.
At Llnoeln
7 12
Mneoln
2
6
1
4
Denver
Batteries Jones, Rugar, Eyler and
Zlnran; Morgan and Weigarst.
At Omaha
R. H. R
Colorado ir. Omaha,
5 6 0
4
9 3
Sioux City
Batteries Kemkallk and Gonding;
MeCabe and Froese.
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SALESMEN

the

WANTED

intrrt

HAPGOOOS (Inc.),
VI 7 Chemical

f

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS,

Money

Co

WAITED
Kitchen
holi; good
wages. Cnsa de Oro.
WANTED Teams, for logging and
lumber hauling, at Maine, Ariz. For
particulars, address the J. M. Dennis Lumlwr Co., Rhoadcs, Ariz.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED Young man to do gen
eral store work in country store at
Belen; mtu-- speak Spanish and be
active. Address, S., tare of Evening Citizen.
WANTED Good men, etny number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 120 Silver
avenue, under Elite rooming house
MALE HELP WANTED.
managers;
VA N T ED B ranch
$20
oaeh, weekly. Live at home. Experience unnecessary. No canvass
ing. Enclose stamp for particulars.
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfield,
Mino.
WANTED Good men, any number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 120 Silver
avenue, under Elite rooming house
FOR RENT.
room for
FOR RENT Purnisned
413
light housekeeping.
South
Third street.
FOR RENT rieasant front rooms for
housekeeping. Rent reasonable. 524
West Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Three to six room
houses, modern. W. H. McMilllon,
real estate broker, 211 West Gold
avenue.
FOR RENT Store room, connected
rooming house.
with twelve-rr.o$25 per month. W. H. McMilllon,
211 West Gold avenue.
FOR RENT For clubs, parties, etc.,
St. Johns Guild
nail, furnished.
For terms, apply to Mrs. A. A.
Keen, Tenth street and Tijeras avenue.
cot
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
tage of three rooms, with piano and
Bhtule trees; large yard, etc. Also,
three room flat, with piano, ready
for housekeeping; cheap for summer. 524 Jofon street, east end of
viaduct. Mrs. E. K. Norrls.
FOR SALE.

NEW MEXICO

and Surplus, $100,000

Capita

wte

ALLOWED

INTEREST

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

Loan

Furniture, Pianos. Organs, Horses
Wagona and other Chattels; also on

On

SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE

RE-

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Brain Brokers CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
building, 8. Louis)
as $200.00. Loans are quickly aade

WANTED.

f

Prop'rt.

J?

vrctaHy salesmen the
For iwver1 real ly his
m r havM
hinrl no Ml.rV itltf-- Wimlil tirditi.mlv
very attractive openinf. We know ol
n mho are
earninK from ft.auo t.i f.ora annually, simply selimK to
manutarturer a
dralers lor a laree and well kno-well advertised staple. Toanysurressful salesman wl;o
is now selling a general line and wlin ran handle a
profitable and attractive side line, an excellent prupust- iion wi a iso ne maue- -

PHARMACY
CO..

P H flrf11N faF

ALBUQUERQUE

Union
Poatal Tele- graph offices for an A. D. T. measenger
iiuy, ami a''ni your ad. with the casJi to The Citizen office, or telephone dltct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.

TUB NEW AND POPULAR
FOUNTAIN DRINKS.
A
YOU
TRIED
HAVE
SUNHASH
"HEAVENLY
DAE?" IT IS DELIGHTFULLY
DELICIOUS.
SERVED ONLY
AT OUR FOUNTAIN.

League.
15

f

ED SUGAR AND FLAVORING.
ALL
WB ARE SERVING

Military school defeated
he team from Henrietta, Texas, by
the score of 2 to 1.

.K

100

by Carrier, 60c per month
Tmm Branno Qmn will be daltrarad hi hr
mi K Mat pot tak, atald
a? at tka se ratwkea
pad wonUitr,

ewsa

SERVING

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion

we have not fulled before, that your
and you can rely upon It,
away.
We
have also rented hundreds of houeet
money Is not thrown
aa
aa
ada,
well
aold
nearly everything wi have adverby our wait
through
them.
tised

WE
LOUDEN'S

CREAM.

PURE

Lirrat

TINMI OF

ICK

ARB
1CB

Mm Meake ClreulattM,
largest Nsrtttere rlwn ClCtutltlta.

MAY 18, 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can seccr e it for yoa fey a small
want ad. in The Evening Citizen. It only costs

One Cent

A

Official Paper ef Bernalillo County
m4 City of Albuquerque.
f mm AfWeaea DlMitcltee.
Urpd CKj v4 Cosaty Clrtalitlea.
Tka

BO

THE TASTE
Tells the Truth

.,

.rt.nii.'n

FRIDAY,

;

feasor Hi mm Hadley, superintendent
TUC EVENING
of public Instruction, for the past
. Ivolvn
months and who has civen
Mt Weakly by
thorough satisfaction In the posit 'on.
Tka QtlZCO PubUihlOf ComplflY nB8 ,"''n accepted. Miss Davis will
I.

CITlZirN.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE
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Time:
One
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods reyour
possession.
ln
rates
Our
main
are reasonable. Call and see ui before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
$1$ WeBt Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evening.

f!9

llwzk at

aiiiiEssssi all

IT
Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

National League,
A RELIABLE DENTIST
GROCERY
At Chicago
R. H. E. SEEK
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
AND MEAT MARKET
3
7 0
Chicago
FOR SALE.
SOLOMON LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
1
Philadelphia
5 1 Full 8et of Teeth
$6.00
And tie Is Winning Laurels
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, SoloRenlbach and Kllng; Gpld Crowns
Batteries
$1.50 Up
Gold Filling
Plttinger, McCkriikey and Dooln.
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
Building for sale or rent.
as an Orator in the Golden
At Cincinnati
R. H. K. Painleaa Extracting ...,50c
2
7
2
Cincinnati
State of California.
0 3 0 ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A 8ANTA FE RY.
Boston
A PAYING PROPOSITION.
ANTEED.
Batteries Welnier and Schlei;
and Needham.
R. H.E.
SKETCH
At Pittsburg
BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL
PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
Pittsburg
2 7 0
110 West Gold Avenue,
New York
0 3 1
Mc- Batteries Leever and Gibson
To The Evening Citizen.
The CUlzem spoke, yesterday, of a Ginnlty and Bowerman.
Notarial
work and conveyancing.
youne man, B. B. Garcia, a brother
American Association.
B. F COPP
of Postmaster Don Luis Garcia of
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Al Kansas City
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
Springer, a student in the University
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
9
City
Kansas
of Southern California, ln the Unl Toledo
1
10
versity's oratorical contest for repOfTioera and Director.
LAWYERS.
At Minneapolis
resentatives In the intercollegiate Minneapolis
JOSHUA S. RATNOLD
5
President
rf
oomtest of the state, who won the
S. Rodey.
Bernard
M. W. FLOURNOT ,
4
Tlce President
A T TO RN
A W.
Albuquerue
llrst honors. .The state contest will Indianaiiolls
FRANK McKJSS
Cashier
At Milwaukee
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
1o Tield on the 19th Inst., in which Milwaukee
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
0
is
boy
to
young
take
profession
pertaining
to
Mexican
business
the
this
U. F. RATNOLD3
Director
3
Columbus
part.
Will practice in all courts of the terriAt St. Paul
tory
United
I wonder If The Albuquerqilo Even'
befoie
State
and
the
N i I'tKi'rtainty ; no lonj waitinp (or
0
V. M. DEPOSITORY.
Jt3ilS?r
Ing Citizen knows who this boy isl St. Paul
land office.
2 results. Apply Hasan's MapioU'i Balm
Louisville
Gar
Rev.
son
of
Benito
Is
the
He the
Ira M. Bona.
lace and you'll have a smooth,
nr
v
io
$S0O,0O9.M
Authorized Capital
m,
cia, the first' ordained Mexican
32 P street
ATTORN
t'irli :! complexion.
League.
It is n delicately
Protestant minister in the world, so A; New American
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
$250,000.00
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
R. H. E. iiui 1'ii'iu d lijtiid which puts Youthful
York
far as we know. Rev. Benito Garcia, St. Louis
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
2
to ap8 5 Ucaut v whore siijiis of ne
tils wife, and two daughters lived at New York
Depository for Atchison, Topeka
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
Clears the skin of freckles,
3 pear.
Santa Fe Railway Company
8
4
Wagon Mound, quite a number of
s.illiiwness and oilier blemishes.
R. W. D. Bryan.
Batteries Glade and Rickey; Ches- years ago, leaving only Ernesto, who ebro
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
and McGulre.
has Just won the prize in the orator-dea- l At Philadelphia
que, N. M. Office, First National
R. H.E.
"VS.-- .
ln
contest, las named
The Citizen Detroit
.'. 0 1 0
Bank building.
of yesterday. Ernesto himself is a Philadelphia
5 14 1
E. W. Dobson.
MINING
ACTIVITY
Sftjtnodt8t preacher, on trial ln the
Batteries
Siever, Kllllan
and
ATTORN
Office Crom K
YOUR ACCOUNT IS WELCOME
His Paine; Wladdell and Schreck.
Tfew Mexico Spanish Mission.
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
IN ItlLLSBORO
work is at Yuma, wiaicth. he reaches
R.
H.
E.
At Boston
from, Los Angeles, thus enabling him Cleveland
DENTISTS.
7 12 1
AT THE
ta attend school and look after his Boston
4 8 2 SEVERAL COMPANIES DEVELOP
DR.
E. KRAFT,
J.
work as well as he can.
ING
Batteries Hess and Clark; Harris
WELL KNOWN
PROPER
Dental Surgeon.
He spent a few years in school at
TIES
ARE
IMPROVEMENTS
Graham.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
Raton; then came to Albuquerque, andAt Washington
E.
R. H.
STEADILY GOING ON.
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
and spent two years In the Univer- Washington
2 2 2
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
sity, making bis home with the writer Chicago
was
mining
6 12 1
never
The outlook for
mail.
and Mrs. Harwood in the old college
brighter
present
Kittit is lat the
Smith,
Batteries
than
and
Wolfe
D.
D.
S.
We want your banking business, whether your account be large
tMiilding, in the Boys' Biblical and ridge; Patterson
Edmund J. Alger,
time, says the Hillsboro Advocate,
and Sullivan.
Office
,No. 308 Railroad avenue.
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
Industrial school.
The Sierra Consolidated Gold Mining
p.
1:30
m.;
12:30
m.,
courtesy, the account will warrant. We take every precaution to
hours, 8:30 a.
to
This boy's ochool Is so quiet and
company has recently installed a
p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 4bZ. Ap
guard the interests or our depositors. Our hank is equipped with
unpretentious ln its work that many CADETS HAVE PITCHER
large iholsting engine on the Oppor
by
mall.
polntments made
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
people in Albuquerque do not even
THAT PITCHES BALL tunity mine, on which they are gwdng
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of Its officers.
know of Its existence. It is the inPHYSICIANS.
to sink a new three compartment FOR SALE A large-sizerefriger
tention of the school to make a safe
depth,
shaft
the
and
considerable
to
DIRECTORS.
411
ator,
cheap.
South
Call
at
HESTER WON THREE company
auMl model home for Mexican 'boys, YOUNG
DR. R. L. MUST,
is going ahead steadily with
A mo street.
BY the three compartment
GAMES
FROM AMARILLO,
and to prepare them for usefulness,
WM. FARR.
I. A. DYE.
O. N. MARRON.
J. A. WEINMAN.
shaft which
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
cows, at
nd when they so desire, to prepare
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
SCORES OF 6 TO 0, 3 TO 0 AND is now down almost 300 feet, on the FOR SALE Fresh Jersey
E. A. MIERA.
High- one-hawith
Tuberculosis
treated
Kelly's,
five
miles
and
them to enter high schools, as in the
J. B. HERNDON.
JAY A. HUBBS.
1
Snake mine. The company has a
TO 0.
Freqnency Electrical Current and Ger
south of city.
case of Ernesto B. Garcia. The wTiter
large force of men employed on the
aay
given
Treatments
each
micide.
I.at.y'i
takes pleasure in relating the followlroiTcTih,
Child's
FOirSALE
Hager isaw mill, which itt has under
l,
That the Browns, In going to
8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
ing Incident:
cart and kitchen table. Call at from
are not going up against an lease, and is turning out lumber for go
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
I was riding with this young man's easy proposition,
309
avenue.
East Gold
when they play the ubo at the mines and in the construc
SHADRACH,
G.
DK.
W.
years ago. I
father, about twenty-fivESTABLISHED 1$7$
"OLD RBLIABLE"
Military academy boys, is evident tion of the 50 stamp mill which it FOR SALE Smith. Premier type
Vhad Just been straining my pocket-took- ,
will pit up on the Snake mine for
No. 2, nearly new. Call at Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
writer
following
is
the
from
article,
which
helping
a young Mexican clipped from the Roswell Record. In the purpose of handling the product 309 East Gold avenue.
L.
and Throat.
preacher at a good school in the east. three pamfs with
Tex., of lKth the Snake and Opportunity Foil SALE Household good of a Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
Amnrlllo,
the
high
with
urn
school
ret
from
He
ei
three-roohouse, or any part. Call lines. Office, 313V4 West Railroad
the cadets won first on a score mines.
notions, and refused to go to the ap team,
The Empire Gold Mining and Mill
1 t
at, 119 North Sixth street.
0, the second 3 to 0, and the
avenue.
pointment which the bishop assigned of
6 to 0.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
The Record says of ing company is running steadily with FOR SALE Two sets ol snelvlug,
aim, which was Peralto. In speak- third young
p. n
pitcher that did t.he lox a large force of men on the Bonanza
sixteen-foo- t
two
long;
ninety
feet
ing of It, I said to Rev. Benito Garcia: the
mine. It now has the mine connected
ln these three games:
Grain
counter.
UNDERTAKER.
counters; one thirty-foo- t
"This 1b the last Mexican boy I will work
Pitted against a, picked team of with its 20 stamp mill by a narrow
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
ver help go east to school." After professionals,
going
gauge
kept
Is
mill
railroad;
the
115.
Auto,
Texav)
Colo.
316.
'phone
Red
four from the
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Grocerlea
l tnoment'a silence, as we drove
steadily on re from the Bonanza FOll SALE A uanusomt) Hardmau
A. BORDERS,
piano, lu One condition and almost
Jong. Rev. Benito said, a little seri- league, two from the Pacific coast mine.
in the Southwest.
Commercial Club Building. Black
bargain.
particuously: "I don't like to near you say
For
tiew, at a
The Black Peak Gold Mining com
white hearse, $5.
and
my
little
office.
I
lars,
call at this
that. If should die and
pany Is working on the Wicks mine
FARM AND
ARCHITECTS.
Krnesto wanted to go to school, and
doume-na- r
A hm-ciasunder a lease and is keeping the mill tull SA1-lust) no one to help him, and you
reled,
slotgun; bran new
supplied with ore from this mine.
F. W. Spencer aDd V. O. Walling
.could toelp him, wouldn't you do it?"
never has been used; one of th ford,
ALBUQUERUE, N. M.
RAILI DAD AVENUE
There are several other properties
rooms 46 47, Barnett building
of
best
The
I answered, "I presume I would."
Call
Citizen
develop
at
makes.
less
or
doing
more
are
that
M. Both 'phones.
Albuquerqufl.
N.
seems
ago,
Aat I said, a while
it
flee for particulars.
ment work in this district'.
LAND MATTERS.
tLat but very few know anything
R. H. Hopper is working a force of FOR SALE Oldest and best candy
ABSOLUTE
akbout our boys' school. A letter from
CLEANLINESS
men on cornier nr; inert les in the Ca
Ice cream juarlor ln Al
kitchen
and
H. W. S. Otero,
a prominent Methodist man at Santa
buquerque; a largain, if taken at
hallo mountains. This is practically
Commissioner,
Court
States
United
Fe. Just received, speaks tf several
once.
an undeveloped mining district, but
Call at 211 South Second 703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
is a feature that immediately recMexican girls working for their board
large bodies or copper ore
investigate.
are'
there
street
and
open
to matters before the land offlca
ommends modem sanitary
and keeping up their studies In the,
being developed by Mr. Hopper's FOR SALE
dumbing anel its accessories to all
General merchandise
oliool.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
It speaks of one, in
company. This camp bids fair to be a
believers in household thygiene.
store .with salol'n in connection.
A
in the Normal school at
(rival of the great copper camps of
hrth room can bo kept clean and
Co id paying business, established
R. Farwell,
J.
Vegas, making such rapid progress,
years.
few
next
within
the
Arizona
sweet as your dining room. But all
sixietn years. Store, 25x50 feet
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
and at the uame time earning her
g.xxl syste-m- s
can lo made bad by in15x00 feet. This
and warehouse
aboard in the professor's family, of
Sciatica Cured After Twenty Years
NOTARY PUBLIC.
new
clean.
ferior workmanship. So to make asRea
stock
and
all
is
whom all tpeak very highly. This
of Torture.
surance doubly sure, see to It that
son for selling, gedng out of busi
For more tlinn twenty years Mr. J.
titan is so impressed wiih the progress
Thoa. K. D. Mrddieon,
your plumbing contracts are given to
ness. Address. .1, V.. Th Citizen.
D. Ma.ssey, of 3322 Clinton St.. MinOffice with W. B. Childers, 117 Watt
that these ladies' and others are nicktho Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.
ing in schox.Is that he suggests that
neapolis, Minn., was tortured by FOR SALE A lurgo nwrcauula bust
Gold avenue.
We carry the finest lino of garden
m sa, enjoying
a most excellent
sciatica. Tho pain and suffering
a uocluty oo organized to raice the 14; ?IVM
VETERNINARIAN.
hoso in the city.
trade, and controlling business for
money to aid such cast's of .Mexican
which ho endured during this time is
Nothing
a lame scope of country; or will
young ladies and gentlemen who are
comprehension.
beyond
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
Standard Heating & Plumbing Co.
sell half. Can engage in the sheep
Hooking an education.
gave him any permanent relief until
He siteaks of
Office, 424 North Second street.
and cattle business; also gristmill. Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
Palm Balm.
tlie Menaul school. The Harwood Inhe used Chamberlain's
Auto phone, 671. Colo., Red 284.
Goo,! liargain for
some energetic Residence 'phone. Anto., 747.
dustrial School I t Girls and the Alll-koOno application of that liniment reman with from $fi,000 to $S.000 to
School at Santa Fe, but thinks
lieved tho pain and made sleep and
AND BUILDER.
CONTRACTOR
invest.
Call at Tho Citizen office
they do not carry their students far
rest twiKKil.lp nml lota than OUO bottle
Hester, tiio pitcher of the Rnswell has effected a permanent cure.
.T.
f r i arrieulars.
If
enough. He makes no reference to
A. L. Morgan.
school, sends the above pic - troubled with sciatica or Vneumatlsm For SALE Sux'k ami timber ranch
our Hoys' Biblical and Industrial Military
CONTRAC
AND CHICAGO LUMBER
INDEPENDENT
The
turto The Kveiiing Citizen, hta ing why not try a
.School, from which I infer that he
bottle of Pain
about. 7K) acres fenced; 30 head of TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates are
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAINT
knows nothing alxiut it, notwithstand- that no will use this position in games Halm and see for yourself how
i;ii.i,DING PAPER
cattle, 3 horse; wagons, tools and cheerfully furnished; job work solicAlways in
,,
.overs more, iooks iiest, wears
ing the fact that it ihas been in exist- Egainst tho Albuquerque
and quickly It relieves the pain. For sale
Two
fanning implements.
at
"phone,
Cement,
shop
724;
Plaster,
Lime,
Automatic
ited.
i"'1'
,
b
'longest, most economised,
pes to mow them down with great by all druggists,
full
ence thlrUHjn years, liere in Albiiquer-quehouses, Uirn, and largo corral. Only 911 North Second street. Albuauer- Doors, Etc
Paint,
Glass,
Sash
.
measure.
"I use this attitude," Kays Hes- o
I
Adjoining
and has already sent out eleven ease.
two
railroad.
miles front
que, N. M.
,
"in all games against visitors.'
young men In the ministry who are
Plenty of
goMTiiment reservation.
FIND THE CH1CKERING STORE
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW MEXICO.
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Quite a number
doing goxl work.
$4,5oO.
E.isy
terms.
wait-- .
I'rloe.
are teaching and others are occupy- league, one from Oklahoma ami a
real
estate
Co.,
dealers,
peach
V
&
Remember, Eureka U the only lime
Wherever you go, you will find theg
ing good iiosttioiis. I think the sug- couple from I'uebl , the Now Mexio
We.-- t
Gold avenue.
sold here that will not pop, crack or
pitcher, Hester, piano store that represents Chlcker-in-to
gestion above, made to aid deserving Military Institute
& Sons to be the best place
blister in the wall. See that it is
young men and women is a good one, with his marvelous twirling. In Id the
THE PROGRAM PRIVILEGE
5
specified in your contract.
for pianos of less expensivo
and the IV. ys' Biblical and industrial Ainarillo ".am to eleven bits ntiit no look
HAHN tS. CO.
f
the tine-- t fe'rade,
will
fmll
to
School, two miles out from Albuquer- scores, tiuring three
association
'lie
Pair
The name rhickerine is In Itself the highest
que, U based on the principle, with gamou ever played In Roswell. The
and best bidder, em or beCitizen Want ads bring results.
a guarantee of that store's fore
Saturday, May '19, the official
be additkmal thought that we aid record Is an extrem ly exceptional , almost
upon
depend
safely
may
methods.
You
pre
young men to aid thorn selves, giving one. IMiValng three days in smves-sionthe
September
for
privilege
it
the (lrt diy only thirty men its advice as to the other maRes
fa r
hem work on the farm, printing and
lor further information, call
handles. In New Mexico the dicke- e:i
thirty-three- ,
faced him. the second only
P. F. McCANNA,
a Iress,
other industries.
by
solely
represented
is
ring
and CURE the LUNGS
and t!ie third only thirty again.
,
Manager.
Resect fully,
CO.
MUSIC
THE
WHITSON
S;
an bis con:rM that durTHOMAS HARWOOD.
block. AlLtKi'lertpie,
11. Gran'
ing the wh. le K' ries only one man
WITH
Seriivor Clark intends t ' retire from
So
secured Him huso on ail.-- .
i Iw senate
OFFICIAL MATTERS
Anything t hat Clark leavt s
was bis endurance, that in
Atomf'.h Troubles.
pre'.ty bad.
w'.... Mi.-ti.- l
nil ,.1.1 .....1 l.i..l,1tr
t
game he struck out twice as must
the
Appointments as Coal Oil Inspectors. many men and let them down with
of
raisor.ia, Miss., 17
resident
"d
WOMEN,
AND
MEN
as injiiy hits as ie lid in
Coal Oil Inspector Eugenio Romero
with siomoeh trouble for fi
t'.i Put f"r unnatural
Priet
AND
mom us.
itt.
game
announced the apoiut meiit of Dr. tile nrst gam-In the first
t haml.er- - 3 rftO i "YONSUMPTIO.'J
an six
50c & $1.00
OUCHS and
r r lit ii.tia or t!Hiiutliua
lil'Il
and Liver Tablets A lull I OLDS
Robert 8. Coulter of Tiicumcail and there were live hits, the second four, pi as, o.i ,ii ..ur..
much
tiKiiLbraims,
f iiiik'uUS
Free Trial.
ivuiit.-.."i.'i
i.Ua,L.
aalllu.
p.
i. E. Warren of Alumogordo, as di
and lie last only two. Even these fcT.VH'tVUNSC.lUli.JlC
She says: "1 can now .
u.
. t ..r l
few hits were well scattered, as was T t'X r
les.
am
want
I
and
the
Sure-B...
lor nil
Curo
iiutl
e..u...i.'at
.irai.alaaa
i...ii:iik
..!.
Resignation Tendered.
t woman
Indicated by
N
ln the world to find i V THROAT and LUNO TROUB.
fact that, only one
;.tV i.Ka."
' pee" wr.Hir.
!' ' a
Miss
I.ttura Davis, who has been man taw third base in the three 'Vs-Vt'vBACK.
medicine." For sale by V LES, or
!,.:7r''..iT.P.'7V
svuiployed as clerk ln the office of Pro- - game.
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' CONFERENCE
OF, EPWORTH

JOT DOWN'

LEAGUES IS
In Session at Genesee,

Present Prices

New York, Represent-

of Lots in

ing 405 Leagues
WITH

17,000

University Heights

MEMBERSHIP

Powerful Instrumentality For
Good of Young People
of the Country.

Then Look at Them Again in

Rochesler, N. Y., May 18. Genesee
conference of the Epworth League
and the lxard f t control will moot
and the board of control met
here last, evening at West Avenue
Methodist Episcopal church, to be
In session four days. This conference,
league Is composed of the delegates of
the 405 Epworth, Senior and Junior
leagues, within the conference, representing about 17,XM) members.
The convention opened last evening with an address by the Rev. Ir.
Newell Dwlght Hollis, tcf Brooklyn,
successor to the Rev. Henry Ward
Today
Beeclier.
and ' Interesting
service will lie held, when the conferness floats upon her Shoulders and
once will be addressed by all the memrustles in the breezes of Paradise.
bers of the board or control. These
"Hark!" she shouts. "My labor
addresses will give the delegates a
are done; my warfare is ended; my
bird's eye view of the league. Other
sufferings are passed; my tears are
addresses will be delivered by the
shed. Heaven is gained:"
Rev. Dr. Kenyon of Bradford, Pa.,
Ixived ones who have passed on e
Mrs. Emma H. Tourney, suierint:nd-en- t
and whose voices have leen
of the Buffalo Deaeone'ss Home;
turned to the music of heaven, reDr. C. 1C. Hamilton of Albany;
Dr.
spond: "Mother has come! Mother
G. C. Jones of Hornellsvilie; Dr. W. B.
has crnie!" And there they stand-mot- her,
Pickard of Buffalo, Hishop Joseph F.
father, brother and slsttr, of
Berry of Buffalo, and Dr. S. J. Herbon
the old family group, In one circle of
of Chicago.
light to bright to mingle with the
On Saturday a session will be held
shadows of earth, and amidst glories
to consider the interests of the Junior
that come not down to the misty
leagues.
That session will be in
fields cf time to watch the coming of
charge of Miss Bessie E. Biles of Bufthose still lingering below. It is sorfalo, Miss Josephine Mack cf Rochrow on earth; it is joy in heaven.
ester and Mrs. Mat tie R. Crow of BufLoved ones, we miss you! No more
falo, and addresses will be delivered
here will you share our Joys or sorby prominent Junior League workers
rows never again to us will you refrom Chicago. This will be followed
turn.
But on your own blissful
by an address by Mrs. Laura I. Stone
shore, in your own sinless heavens,
I,e
Roy
on
'Parliamentary Practice
of
where friends and relatives never
as Related to the Epworth league."
I art
and tea.rs never flow, we hojH?
On Saturday afternoon a temperyet to greet you.
ance session will be hold, which will
Mother, rest now, and take thine
be addressed by William II. Anderease. No mortal shall again disturb
son, ashociate state superintendent of
thy slumbers.
the
and the Rev.
Dr. M. H. Uchliter of Olean. The
Kditor's Not
The foregoing obitsame evening a platform meeting will
uary was penned by Ik A. Klstler, the
ie held, and Dr. E. M. Mills of Penn
Ivereaved son, who was at one time
Yan, and Dr. Clarence A. Barliour of
editor of the Optic, and is one of the
Rochester, will bo the speakers.
best known Journalists in New MexBishop Joseph F. Berry and Bishop
ico. His mother had nvade her home
Henry Spellineyer of Cincinnati are other election will have to be held to
for a nunrlier of years la this city,
WOMAN
GOOD
DIE
in attendance at the convention and determine whether bt not the city
and was held in the highest esteem
Bishop Spellmeyer will preach the shall issue bonds to cover the amount'
by all with whom she came in conconvention sermon on Mav 20. The necessary to acquire the water works
tact. Hers was a noble character, and
AFTER
BRIEF
ILLNESS
closing service address will be given plant. It is planned to have the secshe lays down the burdens of this
by
Rev. Dr. E. M. Taylor cf, Bos-- , on d
soon after the first, in1
mortal life to Join the silent majority
.
. the
'
.
I
L
.I
!,.
case the second election should be-in the carefree beyond. J
come, necessary.
In that case it will Mrc
odist Missionary Society
Marl KlCtlOr t r.r lac
After the opening meeting tonight wobablv be held within sixtv davs.
"""J
Fortunate Missourlans.
a reception will be gh'en in honor Mayor Roce, as well as the commisVegas,
"When I was a druggist, at Livonia,
Succumbs to Aof the memler8 of the board of con- sioners, favor the plan, and are f the
Mo.," writes T. J. Dwyer, now of
opinion that it would be much bettrol and the visiting delegates.
Graysville, Mo "three of my custtack of Gastritis.
ter to purchase the plant of the pres
tomers were permanently
cured of
MOBILIZATION OF THE
ent water works company, than to es- consumption by Dr. King's New DisENTIRE AMERICAN ARMY tablish a new municipal plant. Thej
Washington, D. C, May 18. The citizen, are divided on the proposl- - OBITUARY BY SON, R. A. KliTLER covery, and are well and strong today.
One was trying to sell hla property
army officers are making arrange- tion of municipal ownership of the
and move to Arizena, but after using
ments for some important tests to water works and the result of the!
New Discovery a short time he found
take place in the period of mobiliza- election Is awaited with considerable!
Mrs. Mary F.rguson Klstler died at it unnecessary to do &. I regard Dr.
tion of the entire force of cavalry, in- interest.
her home, 713 Eighth streot, at 7:45 King's New Discovery as the most
fantry and light artillery at seven
camps of concentration at different INTERNATIONAL SUNSHINE
o'clock Wednesday evening, tf gas- wonderful medicine in existence."
Surest Cough and Cold cure and
parts of the country, this summer.
SOCIETY HOLDS SESSION. tritis and a complication of heart Throat and Lung
healer. Guaranteed
The militia, so far as possible, will
Brooklyn, N. Y
May 18. The trouble, at the advanced age of 78 by
all druggists. 50c and fl. Trial
take part in the encampment and iop- - eighth annual convention of the In- years,
after an illness of nearly three bottlc--s free.
eratlons. The subsistence officers in- ternational Sunshine Society oened
weeks. The funeral occurred from
tend to apply practically the means
Thursday JENKS MANSLAUGHTER
of cooking in tthe field, including the Mansion, the delegates being the "
M.el5?.
use of the tireless cooker, together Southern New: York State Division.' ,.' "'
,
,
.
.
with the employment of the emer- Several hundred delegates are pres - V1'" "V' """"
CA5EI5 DISMISSED
given.
short
touchingdlsnotice
The
gency ration, which has now come to ent and they will be handsomely enwas
course
by
Vn
delivered
the Rev
i
riTi
lie called the "iron ration" in official
od, D. D. of Albuquer-bee- JUDGE IN DISMISSING THE CASE
literature by the adoption cf a Ger- the delegates to the convention have T.! 1. ,L
STATED THAT HE WAS NOT
r.uest of the
man phrase by the general staff. The
,he,
invited to attend the session of'quoSURE THE ENDS OF JUSTICE
army dgnal officers are also engaged
island Council of Women's
HAD BEEN SERVED.
in planning extensive and imiwrtant Clubs, which will be held on Satur j assisted in the
Deceased was the wife of the late
experiments, which Include the use day, at the new Sunshine Rest of the
A motion was' made In the district
W. R. Klstler, and mother of the
of the latest methods of field tele- International
Sunshine Sexdety on Rev.
late W. D. Klstler and R. A. KistW, court this afternoon by Assistant Disgraph and telephone and the new sys- Cropsey avenue, Bensonhurst.
and was born August 13, 1828, in Col- - trict Attorney Crorge Purdy Bullard
tem of visual signalling by fire works
that the case against Hallie Jenks he
'by day, as well as by night. It Is i rA7 a -i r i no akikiiiai
dismissed, and the motion was grant''""
"
hoped that there will be opportunity
MUSICAL FESTIVAL
her 'ather 8, tamy. ed by Judge Kent, but not until lie
at Plattsburg, X. Y., for the new trial Mount Vernon, la., May 18.-- The
had expressed himself plainly in th
to Hancock county,
of the new military balloon, recently May Music Festival, given under the sho,
11
wao lit I , iil uv ihculj case, says the Phoenix, Arizona,
purchased In France1. The army quar- auspices of the Cornell College Con
of her age, that she was Gazette.
termasters have no new novelty to be
of Music, at this place, and third yar
Mr. Bullard, in making his motion,
in
arrlafre l? Re,vtested, unless it is the marching shce now recognized as the greatest annual
said that the district atten-ney'ofpreoedcl
the
fa
and the new shorter leggings. The
event in this state, opened
?
by fice had learned that tho Jury had for
new features of the uniform will, of last evening with a grand voca
tho
greater
part of the time, while deO. O. F.
course, be closely observed by the Instrumental concert at the auditor who8e
liberating, been two for conviction
experts in the field. The medical of- ium of the college. The festival will cemetery.
She was reared religiously, and and ten for acquittal. As there are
ficers will probably be able to try the last, three days, and there will be
,btfa1",p a member of the nto new facts in the case to present
nw first aid packet and apply the five concerts. The, Theodore Thomas U rl)f in llfMethodist
another Jury he felt that it was
church. Hered-directioean
field
hospital
methodh of
work which orchestra, from Chicago, under the
very unlikely that conviction could
have been adojrted since the war with
of Frederick A. SUack, has oa,'on was such as could be obtained
district schools, sup-- a ever be had, and therefore, the disSiain. The principal work In the b.n engaged for the occasion, and!1" '"e common
0(1 subsequently
by a course trict attorney's office did not feel that
way of trying new material, however,
number of prominent solosits will P l'nKn
will devolve on signal officers and add to the artistic success of the fes- - J lr"il,llng- - ln the fourteenth year It should further prosecute the case
of her age she embraced religion, and at an additional heavy xiienso to the
commissaries.
It Is understood that ,ival
on moving west Joined
the United county.
several European governments have
He said that there would be one
A torpid, inactive liver can pro-- Brethren church, f which denomlnar
asked for the privilege of sending
military observers to watch the mobil- ducia mi re bodily ills than almost any-- , ' ion she remained a member until her good result of the trial, at least, and
nn- thing else. It Is good to clean the marriage, when she united with the thati would bo a deterrant effe-c-l
ization experiments.
jon others who might le Inclined to
syste m out occasionally, stir the liver Met hodlst Episcopal church,
t
AH her life had been
at home commit similar offenses. It had served
up and get into shape
NORWEGIANS OF AMERICA
The
CELEBRATE INDEPENDENCE best results are derived from tho use 'and occupied in duties p'ul:ar to do-o-f to bring notion to hospital attend-'ant- s
Minneapolis, Minn., May 18. Yesthat the eye of the law was up-- j
HeWitt's Utile Early Risers. Re- - mestie life, until she becam.' tho wife
terday was the anniversary of Nor- liable, ff,ctive, pleasant pills, with a of an itinerant
Methodist minister, on them.
Judge Kent asked c ,insel for the
way's independence, and Norwegians reputation. Nexer gripe. Sold by J. and nhe found herself more in pub-II- .
here, as well as in other rarts of the
O Rielly & Co.
"'' U'e. She had resided with her defense if the motion was satisfactory
to them and they replied that it was.
n
hu.sl.and and familv In Webster,
world celebrated the day with great
Bambini, at her parlors. No more and Clyde in the north Ohio The court then sta'i ,1 that it by no
enthusiasm. The N rweglan societies
means f Mowed that
suit must le
Warsaw. Wabash.
of this city and surrounding districts 20'J West Railroad avenue, Is pre- - conference;
t,
to give thorough Bcalp treat dnllville.
dismissed because t !. district, attorColumbia City, Tern.
combined their efforts, and held
s
ney's office hail so II. i'.'-- and added
do hair dressing, treat corns, komo. New Castle. Winchester,
a large mass mneting. with paand ingrowing nails. Shejington and Angela in the north
there was a great ii si ancy on his
triotic addresses, music and singing
massage treatment and manicur- diatia c nference; Seneca and Water- I'art in granting the motion.
v f patriotic songs anil (here were also
He said he hesi; : e
ho did
a number of banquets in honor of ing. Mrs. Hambini's own preparation vllle In the Kansas conference, and
of complexion cream builds up the Alliiijm njuo in the New Mexico Meth-slii- not want it beloved that a woman
the occasion.
improves
Episoojxil
coiumltte-could
complexion,
Norway
of
having
and
odist
mission
admit
separation
from
the
The
such a
Scenes of childhood rise before the deed as this woman ha and then
Denmark was formally declared icn and Is guaranteed not to be injuri- punishment f n
May 17, 1814. and thai day has been ous. She also prepares a hair tonic writer as he pens these lines, which
dted.
It had been KllL'irit
with tear drops. Moth-haithat th u.- held sacrtd evr since In the memory that cures and prevents dandruff and are moisten
again
man
falling
sepNorwegians.
pillow
out;
been
restores
to
hand
er's
The
prolably
smooths the
had
punished
life
dead
of the iiatrtotic
aration of Norway, from Sweden has hair; removes moles, warts and su- for his young head. He f"cls her eu'Mign i.y tiie course or events since
fingers
upon
perfiuous
significance
hoftly
resting
the
warm
a
his
the
Also
to
hair.
commission i f the r:sh act, but of
face powder,
added considerable
observance of the day, and never was freckle cure and pimple cure and pile brow. Many years ago she battled this the court wai in dotilrt.
n
Judge
lnxlily
cure.
cbly
bravely
as
All
with
with
of these preparations are
and
Kent taid t.ha: it was doubtthe anniversary
vegetable compounds. Have nients. I'pon her check the burning ful if one of her blui.t' l and dwarfed
much enthusiasm as this year.
i.
just addd a vibrator machine for fever
punished by
and then gave place to sensibilities would
in the case
WILL VOTE ON THE
treatment of scalp, face and euro of palein ss f r the tomb. Her lowing whar had' transpir.-be- - up to this time.
s
OWNING OF WATER WORKS wrinkles. It Is also used for r'neuma- - form, with withering hands,
H.retted to perI
n though a jury
fwre mi- bear her hollow cough. mit her to go free
Houston. Tex.. May IS An election tism, pains and massage
;
1
I.
groan.
is being held here today to decide
s
hi
had
himi, jut
failed to convict
her bait
11 ftvever.
Deaths from Appendicitis
whether or not the i'y slinli buy
whieii
piriemv Justified. Toilworn
there ;i ::( result, s
the pnticnt plant of the Ibnistnn decr ase in the same ratio that the nd weaiy he souuht r -- si, and angels suggested by I he
It would
is' enough ; have a deterrent
Water Works c mpany. which lias use of Dr. King's New Life Tills In- came and w his; en .1
ft.
U'on th se in
charge i,f th
7". creases. They save you from danger onie home "
been offered to the ity for
niiio!
ites at the
Of this sum $4"? I.Vimi must be ptiid in and bring quick and painless release
another scene, asylum, for they w.ril l: "in this trial
And nw
constipation
.
from
grow
v,.
be
s
.t
and
ti'Hrle.-the
ills
c
iiium
cash und
and
a:.r:
With
lin realize mat tney
coinmit such
ing cut or it.
of the k utstanding bonds of
and vigor al- tenance. wi ll firm ami steady st. n. a deeds without p'uni.--' :a' r.t or at least,
ways
thcif
follow
should
use.
(luaranteed
today's
election
I
tmpany. If
pilgrim abends Jordan's distant without
o answer.
cull.
It was perhaps tni. the court bald,
result in fuvcr of this proposition an by all druggists. 2f,c. Try them.
shore. A flowing robe ol ri,'hteout- -
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SILENT IfJ PRISON CELL
LIEUT. BURBANK, WHO MARRIED
PHILIPPINE BELLE, AND THEN
CAST
HER ASIDE AS A PLAYTHING, WANTS TO BE FORGOTTEN IN JAIL
IN RIFLE SHOT
OF HIS OLD HOME.

Special Correspondence:
Fort Leavenworth, Kan., May 18.
Of tho hundreds of culprits ln Uncle
Sam's big prison for offenders against
his particular laws and statutes, perhaps none feels his position more
keenly than Convict 5169. He Is Sidney S. Burbank, tho former dashing
first lieutenant of Company A, Sixth
Infantry, U. S. A., who became known
the nation ovor as the husband of a
Philippine belle whom, wlfih her child,
he denied.
Within rifle shot of his prison nt
the big army post, are hundreds of
former comrades who knew him well.
The bugle calls for the scldiors at the
fort drift to him above the walls. The
cannon salutes to Old Glory dally
reach his ears, and serve to remind
him that but two years ago he walked
the n'servalion,
of a distinguished ancestry in the United States
army, admired of tho men in his company, and happy in the love of a fine
Kaiimiri girl.
Burbank had come home from the
Philippines with his regiment and was
stationed at Fcrt Ieaven worth. He
fell in love with Miss Stone, daughter
of a former Senator Stone from Kansas.
Their engagement was announced. The news drifted half way
around the world, and from far off
Negros came the wail of a deserted
wife, pkadlng for herself and child.
Mrs. Conocipcion Vasquez, a brown-tonebeauty of Spanish, extraction,
asserted that BurbanJc had been
legally married to her in Vallodolid,
January 25, 1902. Durban k was called'
"upon the carpet." He denienl he was
married to Mrs Vasquez, and said he
was tho victim of a blackmail plot.j
A suit was filed in the district court
hero to set aside the alleged mar- riage. Attorneys appointed for the
woman foiled a scheme to have the
case tried before Mrs. Vasquez could
be notified. They also secured an ac- -
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LIEUT. BURBANK.

d

cumulation of testimony proving Mrs.
Vesquez's claims.
The case dragged along in the local
courts and Burbank was again ordered
asouez
Mrs.
to the Philippines.
brought suit ln Manila for a legal separation. Burbank did not appear at
the trial and she was awarded the decree and alimony of $50 a month.
Then tho War Department ordered
BuiWiank
Besides the
charge of embezzlement of $485, he
was accused of conduct unbecoming
court-martiale-

an officer, ln that he twice falsely
swore to the War Department that he
was Bingle. The sentence of the court
martial was approved by the president.
Burliank wears a gray prison suit.
He eats plain prison fare. He sleeps
behind bars in a cell. His work ia
around the engine room of the prison.
But he will not receive visitors from
the cuter world. He wants to serve
his entence in grim silence.
'He
wants to le forgotten.
'
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If a large majority of the discharged Jury wa opposed to conviction, that it would probably be difficult to get twelve men who would be
in favor of conviction.
In conclusion. Judge Kent said that
the court was of tho opinion that a
conviction could not bo had and;
therefore the case would bo dls-missed.
"Hut I d) It with a great deal of!
reluct ance and am not convinced that,
the full ends of Justice have lu'e'n ol-- DISPUTE OVER SINAI PENINSULA, WHERE
talned."
LOGUE WAS GIVEN TO MANKIND.

that

TURKEY'S ROW AND
TEN COMMANDMENTS

1

j

THE

FAMOUS

DECA.

SAMUEL HOUSTON

Unless the Sultan of Turkey heeds
the ultimatum of Great Britain by
ISJ0UN0
next Tuesday, and calls back from
the
Sinai peninsula,
OF MURDER IN SECOND DEGREE Tabah, in the troops
that crossed the
FOR THE KILLING OF CHARLES 5,000 Turkish
boundary, cannou rours may be heard
JOHNSON AT ROSWELL.
where the thunders ef (Jod once rolled
The trial of yam Houston for the down to the children of Israel.
GUILTY

murder of Charles Johnson, which occurred on i he 1th day of last April,
l.
was begun Thursday, May In, at
in lie district court for Chaves
county, the trial consumed the greater
pan ol lime days and after the Jury
had l i n out three hours it returned
a verdict of murder in the second
and recommended the defendant
to the clemency of the court.
The facts leading up to this killing
are MiliMutitially as follows: It seems
that Houston for some time prior to
the hhootihi;, was in fear of Johnson
doing him bodily harm and a few days
he had Johnson
before the
arrested for carrying a gun and on
the night of April 4, last, Johnson,
who was a porter in tho Klk saloon
isite, the boarding house
at HosweJ.
of Mrs. Clem, directly opposite the
court house where Houston was employed, and called the latter out to in- -j
of him why he had caused the
arrest Afterwards, Johnson entered,
the h hi-- .' toL'ith.-- with Houston and;
after a few words between them Johnson tiini'd to leave, when Houston
pullet a levolw-- and shot Johnson
through the heart. The dead man
haw- had a bad reputation
seems
p.s.ole ef this vi
th,- coio:.-an.,,,
cinity. Si ll'i tici has not yet been im
court. Both parties are
posed by
'I h' ili ccisi d w as unarmed.
eoh
promised to
H. II Hit tinian has
.jij, n dollars to Pan
i
hail
I', .in
l.awson will never
Francisco
run on' i:
Hos-wel-

I

do-gr-

t

1)

n,

tov

SCEXK OF THE DISPUTK.
extremity of the peninsula. The mountain, which is 7,303 feet high, is now
called Jebel.
The Sinai peninsula is today as
worthless a desert as tho Israelites
found it thousands of years ago after
they had crossed the Ked Sea dry shod.
But it is altogether too ckse to the
Suez canal for England to allow the
Turks to squat upon it,
even though the sultan may have a
shadowy suzerinity of tho territoiy.
semi-civiliz-

i

.

i

t

iri-'-

lu-ti-

Abdul Haniid Is deserted in this
crisis by his German friend, William,
and with France and Russia supporting England, it is more than probable
that he will yield. Yielding bus become a habit with the sultan.
The little flurry has, however,
served to bring into tho public eye
again a locality which, ln historic interest, is second to no other little
patch of land on the earth's surface.
Tabah, the dried up little town
which the Turkish troops have occupied against the will of the Knglish-inaIs overlooked by Sinai, the fa- -t
rnous mountain upon the summit of
which God gave to Moses the Ten
Commandments.
"And Mount Sinai was altogether
on a smoke, because the Lord descended upon it in a fire; and the
smoke thereof ascended as the smoke
of a furnace, and the whole mount
quaked greatly.
"And the Lord came down upon
Mount Sinai, on the top of the mount;
and the Lord called Moses up to the
top of the mount; and Moses went
up."
Mount Sinai Is near the nouthern

i

THREE ADULTERY
CASES DISPOSED
In the United Stales district, court
lu progress in Ias Vegas, Rem- egio SaLizar and Isabel Archuleta
guilty to lndictmeuls for adul- tery Tuesday afternoon. Judge Mills
sent cnccil Sahiar to ninety days in

In the case to
thirty days, also In the county Jail
f San Miguel county.
Mafias Vllan-no''V:t pleaded guilty to u similar ehadgu
and w is also sentenced to serve
ty days In tho San Miguel county Ja.lL

Jail and the woman

w

nine-plead-

Try a Citizen want ad.
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coal fields.

Is under construction and
being rushed to a finish, what Is familiarly called "the
thought its cuts off little or nothing and Is
Helen Cut-of-

the present time there
f"

in itself a magniflcent line of railroad stretching across
of the entire territory from west to east. In
the northeastern part of the territory, in the Raton section, one road In building and several others are contim-plateand in the northwest a branch of the Denver &
Rio Grande has been extended to Farmlngton. and
have been In the field locating a further extension
or the building of a new line by a different company,
which will pass near Gallup and be extended into Arizona.
Now every one of these lines has contributed to the
development of New Mexico by spending In the territory
a large part of the cost of construction, nnd thereby
atlmulatlng all lines of business; but each has also rendered accessible to commerce new and before scarcely
known but large sections of the territory, with attractive
mineral or agricultural resources. It is these railroads
which have led to the large immigration into New Mexico; and thus far their work in this line has scarcely begun.
As already showed, these developments whether
east, west, north or south have contributed and must
continue to contribute to the growth nnd prosperity of
Albuquerque. But this will be continued in our next.
two-thir-

d;

nur-veyo- rs

That Land Question
Speaking of the "fraud" charge made against
WT.

Arts
X

-- x

X

X

X

T-- X-X

X

Dele-

New-Mexic-

shrewed
An
enough to scent the public's desire for the sensational.
They gave it to them in the New York Journal and the
New York World, and now "journalism" has reached a
lurid delirium of head lines that makes a newspaper Indistinguishable from a circus poster. Type four Inches
high, followed by pyramid upon pyramid of scorching
headlines, will top an item which could be expressed in
a few lines, but which the writer will spread over half
of a column by simply restating the facts
or two-thirfrom three to five times. In slightly varying words but
without any Increase of information, lie who rushes
may read the flaring headlines, often in red ink, and that
is about all the American business man now does. He
has formed the habit of finding all the essential facts in
the headlines and he does not bother for the details,
further than he can see them in pictured horrors and illustrated crime.
has arThere is no doubt that the time of
rived. Frenzied Journalism like frenzied finance, it is to
be hoped, will soon be relegated to the limbo of has
beens. Albert Pulitzer scents thlB demand. Just as lit
scented and utilized for his own profit the demand for
Hence, he announces that he intends
sensationalism.
starling a new paper in New York City, which shall
eBchew sensationalism by being sane, terse and correct,
giving only facts as near as possible, and telling the tale
in logical order, plain words, concise account. If such
shall be his effort, a grand success may well be predicted
beforehand.

18, 1906.
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Regular services at Temple Albert
Kihld Kaplan delivering the
in tne future, said Secretary Wilson before the ways lecture.
public cordially InThe
and means committee of the house of representatives vited.
O
during the hearing prior to Its passage of the free alcohol
Aliont sev nty five members of the
bill, the time will certainly come when the world will
Albuquerque
Knights of Cohave to look to agriculture for the production of its fuel, lumbus, met council.
in St. Mary '8 hall last
its light, and Its motive power. "It seems to me," con- evening and enjoyed a social session
tinued the head of the agricultural
department, "that tha'!: proved one of the most enterthrough the medium of alcohol, agriculture can furnish In taining
held. A program, consistthe most convenient form for the use of man this ab- ing of vocal and instrumental music,
which was of the highest order, sevsolutely necessary source of supply."
The actual manufacturing cost of grain alcohol was eral musicians having born lmKrtod
the occasion, was rendered during
variously stated to be from 6 to 15 cents a gallon. Prof. for
the evening, and refreshments were
Elihu Thomson of the General Electric company has ex- served.
pressed the opinion that "there Is no possible substitute
O
The meeting of the Woman's club
for this valuable fuel (tax-fre- e
alcohol) which could be
held
this afternoon in the Commercial
supplied at Rtich a low cost." The facts of chief popular
building was a very lmixrtant
Interest brought out at the hearing in question may be club
one, as much business of Interest to
briefly summarized as follows:
the club was transacted, among the
An acre of Indian corn producing fifty bushels would items being taken up
and disposed of
make about 140 gallons of commercial alcohol.
Three Ixing the opening anil awarding of
hundred bushels of potatoes to the acre would produce ulds for if.it; erection of thtir new
245 gallons of alcohol, nnd by the planting
of certain chili house on their Uvo lota on West
species not fit for food this yield could be much increased, Gold avenue. Nearly'all of the mem
possibly up to 500 gallons to the acre. The sweet potato bers were In attendance and the meetand the yam contain about the same quantity of ferment- ing was made very Interesting.
able material as the white tuber.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Honnlnar.
who
Thus the northern states could depend upon tne have been treading life's pathway to-white potato for their alcohol, the southern Btates upon Keuiur tor tne past twenty-onyears,
the sweet potato, and the western states upon the sugar celebrated the event yesterday, the
anniversary,
by
entertaining a large
beet which is also rich in alcohol making substances.
of their friends during the afFurther it is estimated that the stalks on an acre of In- number
ternoon
evening.
and
At the close of
dian corn would yield about 170 gallons of commercial the afternoon,
after Mr. and Mrs.
alcohol. It is evident, therefore, that there Is no dearth of Hopping had been
the recipients cf
raw agricultural material for the making of alcohol. As many beautiful remembrances
from
to its value for fuel, light and power there Is apparently their friends as well as
s
equally little question.
for their future prosperity and hapRecords were submitted to the committee showing piness, a 6 o'clock dinner, consisting
cf
an elaliorate menu, wa served. Mr.
that an alcohol lamp of the Wclsbach type that is, with
an incandescent mantel as the source of light would and Mrs. Frank Hopping assisted in
burn nearly twice as long with a quart of alcohol as a entertaining.
O
kerosene lamp giving the same light and using the same
A committee of the Knights of
quality of oil. In tho matter of fuel for simple heating Pythias, of which lodge he was- an
purposes the value of alcohol is not so obvious, although honored member, and the officers of
Na
there is some reason for believing that in certain agri- the First regiment of infantrv.
cultural regions where coal is very expensive free duty tional Guards, in which military organization
he was a major, were presalcohol for cooking might prove an economical substilast evening at the local Santa Fe
tute. Alcohol is considerably poorer in heat units than ent
depot to bid farewell to Major J. E.
gasoline or kerosene that is, the combustion of a quart Elder, who, with his family,
departof alcohol gives out less heat than the burning of the
i j on huh, coio., wnere ne gora
same quantity of these oils. The former has, however, to take charge of the telephone excertain other advantages absence of disagreeable odor, change at t.vat place of the Colorado
much less Inflammability, and hence greater safety, a telephone company. Mr. and Mrs
clean
flame, etc which go far to make up for iMcter, during their residence in this
city, made many friends, who regretits lower warming power.
When we come to the question of Its use as a power ten to eee them leave.
producer, in stationary oil engines, automobiles, motor
BEAUTIFULLY CANED
boats, etc., It again forges to the front, and, given a sufficiently cheap supply, would certainly prove a serious
BY
EMPLOYES
competitor of the gasoline motor and the small steam
engine. Prof. Elihu Thomson states that tests made by W. H. CHEATHAM, THE
RETIRING
the General Electric company have shown the alcohol enMANAGER OF THE ALVARADO,
gine to be an entirely practical nnd feasible prime motor.
REMEMBERED.
They found that alcohol could be used In such an engine,
Last night, at 10 o'clock, W. H
and further that fully ns much work could be obtained
Cheatham was Invited ito the tonsor- from a gallon of alcohol as from a gallon of gasoline.
In Germany, where duty free alcohol for industrial iii uepartment or the Alvarado to
purposes has been available for some time, there are now "see a friend," and once inside, he
discovered that 'he had been lured
said to be alKut 6000 alcohol engines In successful use. It mu
a
of the principal em
Is further stated that several of the present gasoline en- piuyts garnering
cr tne
and a surprise
gines on the American market can be used without any was in store fornotel,
uini. After each had
change with alcohol as an explosive. Such a test was expressed rtgret ever the early
de- made some time ago on one of the government torpedo pitriure or .Mr. and Mrs. Cheatham
boats, first gasoline and then alcohol being used In the iwr me inman Territory, and Mr
course of a test lasting several hours. The alcohol proved Cheatham, had thanked them for
their good wishes, "Hoc." O. D. Stewentirely satisfactory.
art, the acknowledged orator of the
notei, stepped forward, and, while
BOY AND HIS DICE.
holding In one hand a beautiful gold
It seems that even children's courts, which are sup- neaded walking stick, in a few approposed to take a broad, humanitarian view of the faults priate and eloquent words, presented
mo cane to Mr. Cheatham. The latof childhood, sometimes go wrong. A case in point arose
ter was taken
complete surprise,
the other day in Brooklyn. Seven boys, the youngest 1 out. on rallying,with
responded in a very
and one (who was finally treated as the real criminal by neat way, thanking the donors
and
the children's judge) 11, were found in an otherwise wishing each and every one the best
vacant lot by a policeman, who swore that they were of good health and luck for the future
playing craps. The boys did not deny the charge. The years. The cane ia a handsome one,
d
was held for trial, his companions in and Is appropriately engraved. It is
crime being detained as witness. As the boys confessed, a gift Mr. Cheatham 'will long cherish, and when he reaches three-scorconviction was easy, and the judge, who was in a pecul- years
ten, and ia compelled to
iarly virtuous mood, decided that.a boy who played craps use thelandstick,
his memory
was going hotfooted down the broad road. Crime should him back to Albuquerque, will carry
Alvabe punished; criminal instincts should be sharply check- rado hotel, and the loys whotheremem-lereed; the judge had been set up on the bench to check
him with tho gift. Those wfiio
them.
donated were O. D. Stewart, G. D.
dead-sure
"He seen his duty, a
thing, and went for Sweetland. F. E. Scully, W. O. Scott,
J. P. Mitchell, 11. Visscr and M. R.
It there and then."
Burgess.
d
The court gravely pointed out to the
As stated in The Evening Citizen
the depth of moral obliquity in which he was engulfed. yesterday.
Mr. Cheatham's successor
And as if being compelled to listen to this lecture were will be W. L. H.
Adams, and he will
not punishment enough the boy was sentenced to pay a fine come to Albuquerque from
Hu;chin-son- ,
go
$50
or to
to jail for fifty days. And this was In the
of
Kan.
Children's court. The child could not be blamed for
thinking that his lines had fallen in unpleasant places, es- CASINO MILL DRAWS
pecially when he reflected that payment of the fine was
Impossible.
LARGE AUDIENCES
Fortunately, there are other courts In Brooklyn. The
eleven-year-old
Anally came before the one over which THE BERGER-GROSSTOCK COMJustice Gaynor presides the appellate division of the suPANY, IN
"OTHER PEOPLE'S
preme court. It was the
MONEY,"
's
great good
KEEPS
AUDIENCE
ROARING GOOD SPECIALTIES.
luck that Justice Gaynor was once a boy. His experience in the children's court had led him to believe that
The Berger-GroeStock company,
Judges were born with black robes on them, and that at playing at
the Casino, which, under
an age when normal boys played craps, or some other the able management
of W. M.
game, there
incipient Judges prostrated Win t man, has been remodeled and
themselves before a blindfolded figure of justice that fixed up until it is one of the coskst
summer theaters in the territory,
never was known to see daylight.
bill
last
Justice Gaynor delighted the loy's heart by bravely opened in their
evening to a large audience. The
declaring that, in his opluion, playing craps in a ten-acfarce
"Other People's
lot is not a public menace. The
d
could Money," presented,
tells the story of a
scarcely believe his ears, but he soon learned that in the
husband, sadly henpecked by
appellate division Justice Gaynor's opinion very often a strong-mindewife until h
Is
"goes." The other justices concurred, and the boy was driven to drink. Between the wife,
released. The judge ( of the Children's court, who was and a friend who plays him false, he
'born an adult, and who set out to be a teacher, has been is k.pt in 'hot water throughout the
taught what appears to have been a
d
lesson. action of the play, until the final act,
when he triumphs ovr his shrewish
The Financial Review.
w'f". As portrayed by ('. Rea Ber-gethe character keeps the audience
ABOUT AMERICAN MINING.
in roar.- - from Hart to finish. The rest
The conditions of mining in America are the wonder f the company wire happily cast,
the specialties, entirely different
of the industrial world.
The captains of Industry In and
from those presented at tho opening
Europe regard the achievements and the relations of of
the
pleased. Tho same bill
American operators and miners with undisguised amaze- will be produced
rest of the week,
ment. They marvel at the apparently irreconcilable fact Including Saturdaytheand Sunday
matthat, although miners are paid higher wages In America inee. Sunday afternoon there will
than in any other country, the American minerals and also he dancing, without. xtra charge.
metals are produced at a lower cost per. ton or measure Manager Whitman's patent elevated
than in any country in Europe. To the genius of Amer- floor beini; movable to allow of the
ican engineering is due this happy combination of re- in. liiUin ; ju of ,i,js pleasure.
sults. The American miner is, indeed, more fortunate
ICED BERRIES.
than his fellow workers of other lands: nnd the Atnerl
STRAWBERRIES
can mine operator, is indeed, more successful than others
BLACKBERRIES
in the same field of endeavor elseuhern

Underwear..

TCJ NDERWE AR

is a hobby of ours and very
close to our hearts. That is why you will
find here every good sort of Lisle, Wool, Cotton
and Linen, so that every Man may find the material he needs. Then you will find here a variety
of all the sizes, so that

):

Every Man- May be Fitted.
-

Again, at most every price you will find our Underwear better than you usually find at the same price. We
want you to see our excellent Balbriggan Underwear at

50c.

per garment.

fabrics,

75c.

Choice thin Underwear in other good
to $4.50 per garment.
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Fine

Clothing and
Furnishings
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MANBEILIL
lJoclean
once yearly

up stock
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season with new goods.
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THE NAME
0

Wm. QhapSin

0

Not only means the

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest

0
0
0

r
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3000

0

0
0

1000

J

1000

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

0

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
carelully inspect the shoes

0
0

themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

0
0

eleven-year-ol-

0
0

0
0

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Wm. CHAPLIN

0

eleven-year-old-

O

Secondhand Typewriter Bargains

black-shroud-

mid-wee-

k

evelen-year-ol-

good-luaite-

much-neede-

New Mexican: The grade of New Mexico wool clip
for 19U0 shows constant improvement in breeding. The
clip will be very heavy and while eastern buyers and experts assert that prices will be lower, it Is surmissed that
these assertions are simply made for the purpose of doing
a little "searing." New Mexico wool is a staple and the
tshecp owners should not sell too quickly or too cheaply.
They are free of debt; indeed, have plenty of money in
their pockets for the entire year's expenses. They can
afford to hold on to their clips until they may receive
a fair price for them. This, in all probability, they miners should show the .antes, p'rotl, only natural that
will do.
out of small Investment in mines many great fortunes
have been made. For years comparatively
poor men
According to the Xewton Republican, "Farther news have been giving their accumulated savings, as well as
from Washington is to the effect that Attorney General their energy and brains, to the exploitation of mines
Moody will resign. It Is stated that be has been the
which have in turn enriched Jlieni.
It is a matter of
of the president and the democratic sena'ors, record that most of the great mining consolidations were
Tillman and Bailey, and that some of his statements started by small investors. The stock Is usually put
given to the public have not been authorized by the pres- upon the market, where i, Is purchased by hundreds of
ident. The latter in bis communication with democratic individuals, each of whom receives, bis profits from the
teuators had better have direct conference with them Investment according to the proportion of stock he holds.
with two or three witnesses in attendance" The better It has happened, not once or twice, but many, many
plan would be for both the president und bis caller or times, tb.Tt small investment in mining Block have made
callers to talk iuto a phonograph, and then for each millionaires of people who had previously been struggling
along on only a meager competence. Leslie's Weekly,
party to be supplied with duplicate records.

RASPBERRIES.
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hemes, at

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

o o
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Nothing Impossible
In

Cooking When a Gas Range Is Used.
No matter what you may cook, no matter how
you may cook it, evervthinc will he conke,, onsw
better and cheaper on a gas ranee.
nothing hinder you from cookini? with iqc
Let ua show what a gas range can do for you
e want to show you how cheap it is to operate
Call at The Electric Iiulldlng. cor. oth and Gold
ave., or send ua yjUr name and address and our
representative will call prepared ,o give you full

It

information.

Carries tho United States mail;
only lino with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
13. BLOCK, Proprietor,
Perea, N. M.

G. PRATT & CO.

CO.,

Staple and Fancy

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.

0OsOt000oosio3000tc,
&
MELINI

EAKIN,

Groceries

Wholesale liquor and

Oar

Dealers

t

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jog. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers,
and owners and distributor!
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue aod
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

e
REGULAR 35 CENTS DINNER
EVE P Y DAY. EXCEPT SUNDAY. AT
ZEICERS RESTAURANT, FROM 12
NOON TO 2 P. M.
HUlsboro Creamery Butter Best oo
GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
eUrth.
TAXES ARE
NOW DUE. AND
SPRING CHICKE5 FOR SALE.
'LL BECOME DELINQUENT ON Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
JUNE 1. pay THIS MONTH.
Colo, phone, Jlk. 89.
214 South Beeona Street.
1500 3. B'way.
.

o

O

STAGE LINE

boden's Granite Flour.

JAFFA GROCERY
"Good Things to Eat."

THE

O

0

Call-graph- s;

"J
eyery day thu
insuri
berrles as fresh and ripe as if they
had just been picked,
Hole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Notice the superior flavor of iced
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coftees, Im

patchi
'

One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premier,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (almost new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
1
Fox,
(almost new); 2
1
Densmore, No. 4, (almost new.
Tho above machines must be
sold nt once, to make room for my
new stock of Underwood typewriters. We guarantee these machines to be Just as represented,
and they can be bought at real
bargains.
G. 3. RAMSAY,
401 West Railroad Avenue.

Z F.

'Z

fr

pairs men's fine shoes
'
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine

0

e

re

a

shoes.

eleven-year-ol-

d

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

Policy of 4his Stoire

-

S.

Sane Journalism
exchange says that the Pulitzers were

'

x--

FRIDAY, MAY

non-smok- y

Hopewell, by the Washington
correspondent of the Denver News, which The Citizen
noticed and refuted day before yesterday, the New Mexican says:
"It is true that the statutes say that territorial public lands shall not be sold to any one individual except in
tracts of not to exceed 160 acres. The land board held
that any applicant could purchnse that amount of land,
pay for it, then do with it as he chose. As far as Delegate Andrews and Manager W. S. Hopewell are concerned, there was absolutely no fraud intended and none committed. As to whether the territorial land board mnde a
mistake and 'whipped the devil around the stump' In
accepting these applications of individuals to purchase and
then transfer the same, that Is a question for congress
to decide. That this was a misconception and misinterpretation of the statutes Is held by some attorneys, while
by others of equal prominence, the reverse opinion is
maintained. ThU is as. the case stands now. The United
States had parted with the land to the territory of
the proper authorities of this territory had sold
the
It as they thought legally to innocent purchasers;,
-- i
- k. nmoiro oa nalil liv the Pcnnsvl- j
vanla Development company partly In cash and partly
by an Interest bearing note; the deeds are Btill in escrow;
no one has been hurt, quite the contrary, the territory
has been benefited.
"The action of the territorial land commission in
these cases may have been an error of judgment ; it may
of the law
have been based upon a
and Its provisions; but the charges of fraud, corruption
and dishonesty cannot be substantiated and are not
based upon fact. This paper is free to admit that it does
not approve of the policy of the land commission in these
cases; it believes that none of these territorial timber
lands should be sold for years to come, as they are bound
to enhance greatly In value and as It will be much
cheaper and more profitable for the territory to borrow
money at a low rate of interest for the maintenance of its
territorial institutions than to dispose of these public
lands as has been done and is being done. Yet, it is
clear, these transactions were entered iuto because the
members of the land board thought they were legal and
would redound to the best Interests of the territory."

gate Andrews and

x x x

OOO

Albuquerque OutlooR

At

Story of Alcohol
Used In

From New York Globe.

New Mexico lias had a wonderful experience In the
last few years. In the way of railroad building; and this
building has been one of the chief factors, directly and
Indirectly, contributing to the present growth of the territory In population and prosperity. This began with the
construction of the Pecos Valley & Southeastern thankB
to the father of New Mexico's present governor
which developed one of the finest sections of the terrl?
tory. Roswell, the chief city of that section, since the
Iiulldlng of that road has forged to the front line of New
Mexico cities. Before that building Koswell was said to
be 200 miles from any railroad.
Then there came the El Paso &; Northeastern, follow,
ed by the El Paso & Southwestern. These two are now
one, furnishing a line from Santa Rosa south to El Paso
and thenen west across the territory. Then came the
Hock Island, opening the country from Santa Rosa to the
northeast and resulting In the Dawson coal road. About
the same time as the later, the Santa Ke Central was
constructed from the city of Santa Fe to Torrance on the
Southwestern, having the Albuquerque Eastern, not yet
completed, for Its connection with this city and with the

Hasan
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EVENING CITIZEN.

Highland

Jersey

Dairy. w- -

MAUGfcR

with Mauger

&

Avery, Boston

Office, 321 West Gold Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE.

N. M.

FRIDAY,

BERNALILLO' COUNTY

CLASS

COLONEL HOPEWELL
GIVES INTERVIEW

SUMMER INSTITUTE

To be Most Successful Ever Concerning Purchase of
i

3

1

"

ten dent Stroup.
HE

ISSUES

A CIRCULAR

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

MAY 18, 1906.

ritorlal Timber Lands and
Denies Fraud Intent.
SAYS

LETIFR

EXERCISES HELD
By

HE

SHOULD

BE

HEAD HUNTERS!

Graduating High School Twenty - Five Cannibals Kept
Class Last Evening in
tlKs Theatre.

FLAMED

transpired that at the tlmi of his
arrest .ie had been armed with a
langi-roulooking automatic plnio
and at the request, of Chief of IVdlce
Mc.MIUin, the charge was changed to
th.it f carrying concealed weaon8.
McMimara pleaded guilty and was
',).
fined
Digging d:wn Into his
jean, he broug.it to light a buckskin
bag containing some $!m in gold, and

One Car Clear of Intrusion

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN
i

The Man

of

Business

paid '.lis fine.

on Train No. 2 Today.

FORMAL COMMENCEMENT TONIGHT

or the Home Library
We have

just received
large shipment of

James Herald, w ho was arrested by
Assistant Marshal Kennedy Wednos- day afternoon on advices received
,
Bei-charged with stealing $28
THE REAL THING FROM LUZON
from a Helen friend, was taken back
to that city last evening by a deputy
Dog ' Eaters!
"Igorrote!
Head 'rshal. who arrived In the city
the purpose of taking Her-th- e
Danger! " eri'y
Hunters:
Private Car!
This startling Information painted In al,(1 ,iafk. where he will be charged
big. black, letter on the car door. wl' h Iarc.ny from the person.
greeted any one that attempted to
In the case of "Slg." Grunsfeld vs.
enter the front smoking car en train
No. 2 this morning, and this, with one Sum Hutchinson, In which the f . rnior
look beyond the glass panel of the was .suing on a contract to obtain
door, kip; that particular car quite back rent, Judgment was rendered
free from Intrusion by every one ex- - against t.e defendant In Justice Crawceptlng the curious reiiorter, and a ford's court this morning.
fat man in a waistcoat attempted to
block the passage of the newspaper
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Hopewell, general manager
Elks' theater was crowded last'
IX'velopment
Pennsylvania
with relatives and friends of
represent the best workman-Bhicompany, who whs at Santa Ke yeshigh mho class of 'tit!, com out!
and hlghet class of
terday on business with the territorial to witness the class dav evervlses.
cabinet work. The desk you
rand commissioner, returned to the The stage, with Its class colors and
buy of us will not fall to
city last night, and this morning, on ladles In their white graduating
2
v
pieces in a short time, thus
being met by a Citizen representa- dresses, presented a pleasing scene
causing you much annoyto any when the first numbtr by tne high
tive, and to a question a
ance.
alleged school
in the
developments
further
club was ren- .
,
Our prices are the lowest.
V
dered.
CTS
'ra,;,luk;n,
Following this. Miss Jean Edna
,'",1'er
;frn?ar'
cov- - Hubbs delivered
ad- "that The Evening
salutatory
at,f.
n,y ,n dress, welcoming the
v:"
in
audience
the
th"ro,f
To the Prospective Teachers of Ber- - f,r
yes- - short, but entertaining speech.
Issue of Wednesday,
man.
oim f'r.V.(v
Miss Blanche Isabel PortcrfleM dehead"Yes, they're tlu
Dtar Friends -The
G. Franklin Beck.
time for the Mrdiay. and now it Is up to the
act'
livered an essay on "Popular Super- hunting cannibals, freni the Island of
institute Is approaching and f,rnn,t Hojwill.
Last night, at his apartments on
Santa
stitions," which met wlt.i the entire Im.on, who created such a sensation
I wish to call your attention to son.e
Franklin
O.
by a repre approbation of the audience, as did at ihe World's fair," said this stout North Fourth23 street,
of the things that are expected of Fe yesterday I was seenMexican,
years, died from the
Heck, aged
308-31- 0
New
and
the
from
sentative
Ave.,
N. M.
the oration. "Graft," delivered by gentleman, who happened to be John ravages of tuberculosis, from which
prospective teachers.
There Is no necessity Thomas Talbot Skinner.
Krlder, the man that provides the he had long been a sufferer. DeSection 1613 of the law is as fol- Interviewed.
wiring
Interview,
for
you
but
the
The class hiatory waa read by Clarwith their rtgular weekly ceased was the son of prominent Chilows: It shall be compulsory upon all for
persons who expect to teach In any clip it out of the New Mexican, which ence Rogers and the class poem de- allowance of canine, and in return for cago people, had been a resident' of
same
train with livered by Miss Ona E. Schupp. Fol- his liberality gets all the money taken Albuquerque tho pLLwoand one-school district, independent district or came down on theI
Incorporated town to attend the coun- me last night, and would be pleased lowing this was a very clever feature in at tne gate, where bis proteges nair years, coming here from Chi
of the program, ia prophecy, rendered happen to be tatlng dog on exhibi cago people, and had been Mvlng in
ty Institute or to show certificates of to se? the article In The Citizen."
Said Colonel Hopewell to the New by Miss Edith Walker, Miss Emma tion.
attendance upon Rome county Institute
t'he tea and coffee business, having
Hot weather is ihere too warm to wash and Iron. Send your
Estelle ,uthy and Mr. William Burke
weve neen at tne cnutes in Los been one of t.io ronrletors. nn to
or approved summer school held with- Mexican:
Shirt Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundiy them corLand Purchased.
Wroth, the latter also delivering the Angeles all winter, and now we are the time of his last illness, of the
in the year. County superintendents
rectly and will deliver them to you 1m nice box they will not be
"Seven thousand, eight hundred class will.
bound for Rlverview Park, Chicago, Duke City Tea and Coffins company,
are hereby forbidden to Issue certificrushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss finish.
Following this, Lawrence Lee, In a where the
will endeavor on West Silver avenue. The remains
cates or to honor the certificate of any acres of tlniler land in the Manzano
Back of Postoffice.
person who refuses to comply with the mountains were purchased by myself very graceful and pleasant manner, to separate the curious Windy City were removed to Strong's underta.k
Call the Red Wagons.
provisions of this act, but any person and others at the rate of $3 per acre, responded for the Juniors of the high people irom a tew crowns, continueu inK parlors and will be shirred to
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.
the fat man.
who falls to attend by reason of Blek-ne- and In accordance with the rules and sehocl.
Chicago tonight, accompanied by nl
Of the several musical features of
ougnt! to stop orr 'a week or mother, who was with him at the
or other good and sufficient ex- regulations governing the sale of the
lou
same from the territorial land com- the program, probably ithe most en- two in Albuquerque and let your time of his death. Deceased ha 1 made
cuse, rendered to the county Superintendent and approved by him and also mission, under the laws of congress - joyed was the solo, rendered by Mrs. tribesmen fatten up," offered (the re- - many friends during his resid noe In
by the territorial board of education and under Jaws 'passed by the legls- Roy McDonald, who favored the audi porter. "We've got dogs here to give this city, wlio will kurn w l
great
s
may be excused by the county super- lative assembly of the territory ofjence In her own sweet Inimitable away.
wouiu cer- - regret of his death.
lour
"purchasers
of
manner.
Mexico.
The
tainly
find the Duke City fat picking;
intendent from such attendance. Note. Nw.
Probably the most entertaining and when It comes to eating canines, and
Juliana Lucere.
Fees shall not be less than one nor these lands compiled in every detail
regevening's
of
Interesting
the
and
with the law and the rules
feature
besides fattening up, your
more than three dollars.
Juliana Lucero, a member of
valedictory
address,
they
known
as
was
became
far as
exercises
the
The territorial board of education ulations
could make a few dimes on the side prominent family in Old A.'juquer-dogs. The town que, died last night, at 11:30 o'clock,
has delegated the power of approving to ithem cr were demanded by the delivered by Sam Ho Kee, a Chinese catering
excuses for
to the territorial land commission. As far lad, who by dint of perseverance, has pays fifty cents a head for catching aged C2 years, of a complication of
has the diseases. The ninral arrangements
territorial superintendent of public as I know, Delegate Andrews does not conquored not only a thorougn knowi' dogs, and the
If you expect to teach own a foot of timber land In New! edge of the English language, since privilege of disposing of these cap-- 1 have not yet ibeen completed,
Instruction.
-some
Delegate
I
was not agent of
'he first landed in San Francisco
tives any way 'he may choose, Just so1
and cannot attend the Institute do Mexico.
John Greening,
will
not wait until late in the fall. If you Andrews In the purchase of 7.800 years a.fter his birth, which took place ho doesn't leave their carcasses lying
flrmr
Jonn Greening, the
excuse Is not sufficient we should acres, but acted as agent for those in the interior of China, but also a full around inside the city limits."
s
Mr8011
of
apt
Mrs.
Charles
""d
Inside the car were about a dozen
know it now. Please see to this mat- associated wkh me In the matter of high school course, In which his
of human nature, much lnK- - dle1 at ,he home of his parents,
ter early and either present yourself the purchase of said lands. The Penn- - ness end thoroughness In grasping
80111,1
701
won-theyesterday
Flrst
or an approved excuse at the institute. sylvania Development company was ideas and learning, has been the
like the Japanese ln figure and feat- engaged In building the Santa der of all :hls teachers, since he first ure and resembling the Pueblo In-- morning at 7 o'clock, of pneumonia,
In asking for an excuse please be able
to make It plain that It Is impossible Fe Central railway, certainly a very started in the lowest grade. From dlans in dress that Is, those who Tne remains will be shipped to Holi-wor- e
any clothing to speak of. There l,ay Kan- - the former (home of Ills
for you to attend the Institute or do proper and laudable enterprise. The present a Hindrances, Sam Ho Kee istonight, accompanied by the
price paid to the territory for the destined for greater things. His de- were a few of them who didn't have
not ask to be excused.
HAND IN HAND
The Bernalillo county Institute will lands was $3 nor acre, which was at llverv last evening was clear anui on enough clothing to cover a lunch parents.
WITH PERFECTION)
bnsket. On the platform of the stabe held in the Old Albuquerque school that time the ruling figure, and was forceful and won the audience,
Th uroeram as a whole, was de tion were aliout an equal nnmlier of:
building nt 9 o'clock Monday morning deenned very fair by all who pur
FUNERALS
Is the White Lily Cigar every day la
June 18th, and will be In session two chased timber lands and by the rep- cidedly tntertalntng. Tonight the the same quality of people scabbing
the week, the month, the year. It'
weeks. Professor Rupert F. Asplund resentatives of the territory. Part of formal commencement exercises will on the Pueblo Indians, Welling finger
Howard M. White, a brother of
trite to say that It's of uniform good
of the University of New Mexico, a the purchase price, about $12,500, has take pla.ee at the theater, beginning rings or rattan at ten cents per. A Walter
It. White, who
In
quality.
this
Couldn't Te,otherwiae, beman of broad scholarship and experi- been paid in cash, and the remainder at 8.30 o'clock, iwhen Hon. H. B.
number of small dogs, dangling at city last Sunday, arriveddied
cause it Is always made from the same
in the city
Prof. of the purchase price, $10,000, was
ence, will be the conductor.
will deliver the address and The end of chains formed a very
grade of tobacco grown ln the aame
clevelanrti bhlo, nst, ngnt. He
Asplund, besides being experienced in secured by a note bearing 6 per cent award to the ten members of the portant part of the party.
wt arranRO Ma hrothcT-fields.
affalM ,n
And the making!
Look at
college work, has had several years interest, upon which the Interest has graduating class their "sheep skins,"
one. feel it, smell If, smoke It, and
this city, when he will take the re
experience in graded and rural schools leen paid regularly up to this date, for wliich they have struggled so
you
mains
back
COURT
interto
won't
POLICE
Cleveland
for
blame
us
callingfor
the
and brings with him enthusiasm and and which note is amply secured by valiantly these past years.
ment. Funeral services will be held
White Lily a "perfection" cigar. Fire
I feel sure that he will the deeds w'hich are placed in escrow
earnestness.
cJhapel
Strong's
afternoon,
at
cents
Sunday
$2
each;
the box of fifty.
C. I. Frantz, who yesterday yielded
make the institute of 1906 a great in the land commissioner's office. The LOCO WEED MORE
up five good, silver dollars to help at 2:30 o'clock, conducted by itlheRev.
success.
transaction was made openly and
Coojier,
of
church,
the
PLENTIFUL THAN EVER swell the city's coffers, for his IndulWe learn to do by watching others above board; ithere was no hiding and
gence of his craving for liooze, was of which deceased was a member.
do the things we want to learn to do. no secrecy; it was reported in the
'again
in nolicn court,
mnrnlnir Friends and acquaintances of ttie
a newspapers at the time Jt was made;
Miss Elizabeth Wllley will teach
UNUSUAL GROWTH IS having fallen by the thin
113'4 WEST RAILROAD1 AVENU1.
wayside
once de0"aseu" are extended an invitation
class for two hours- every- - morning there, waa no secrecy; there waa no TO THIS
ATTRIBUTED WHOLESALE FA- more. This time, however. Frantz to
Present at these services. The
during the' institute thus showing what necessity for secrecy, and there is
was minus tlhe necessary fiver, and "'maln8 wl" be hipied to Cleveland,
TALITY OF HORSES IN
can be done, and In a practical way none now. The transaction was one
Ohio. Sunday night.
went t the chain gang instead.
how to do It. Miss Wllley is one of of many gimlter ones made by the
Albuquerque's best primary teachers land commission of the territory.
Finest Whiskies
George McNamara, a railroad man,' Don't forget the Poverty social to
and will have present a class of pupils Delegate Andrews had no connection
Fred Huning of Los Lunas, who was
be given by the Ladles of the Grand
that have been with her the past with it except as a director of the in the city yesterday, says that It is was taken In charge last evening by Army
of the Republic at Odd Fellows'
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
school year, and in this way she will Pennslyvania Development company. true there are a large number of Santa Fe Officer Patterson,
on a
p. m.
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
be able to show the result and the The transaction was not a personal horses dying along the west foothills charge of trespassing n a passenger hall Saturday, May 19, at 8:30
method ' at one and the same time. one whidhi would have been to his of the Manzano range of mountains car, but In police court this morning
i
Citizen Want ads bring results.
SAMPLE AND 0
Miss Wllley is a graduate of one of personal benefit except as far as his as the result of eating the fatal loco
West Railroad Avenue
CLUB ROOMS
the best schools in the United States, stock in the Pennsylvania Develop- - weed, and that many animals are to
and has devoted her entire attention rwent company is concerned. This, 1 be seen hovering around the watering
to primary work. Her work alone will understand, has been dlsposedi of places at the foot of the mountains
te worth the time and expense of at- since, and he has absolutely no inter- - showing the effects of the weed,
Don't Dispute with a Woman,
tending the institute.
est in the transaction.
The loco weed is among the first
apBesides these two educators the
If he tells you to order
species of vegetation to make
Law Complied With.
county superintendent will do some
sack
of
ln
ara"ce
l0, is said
"The records of the territorial land
Instructing and taking it all in all, I
EMPRESS FLOUR.
the
feel that we can promise you the best
Miaike no excuse, (ir you should forinstitute ever held In Bernalillo coun manner
get the order), that you could not
and at the same price, and
ty. Make your plans to come the first
find It, for every first-clas- s
grocer
nnallyB
day, to do hard work for two weeks hat bout 65,000 acres have been sold h
adbcC0me
d
115
handles EMPRESS. You will alwray.
,
to persons, associations and corpora--i ., , . f
and to stay until the last day.
And good bread, good biscuits, good
The amount of land purchased
ine examination will be held on tlo
pastry and most Important of all.
is comparative y
instance
the 29th and 3uth of June. The ques- in this
being
Horses
wa
v to eat It.
good
cheer to greet you when
We
tions will not be opened until the smal , and why this company f
wish
to
that
announce
ridden wiU pull on their reins to nib;
under
the
home for your dinner. Try H.
'
"
morning of the 2'Jth and then only in
by the road
growing
plants
at
nWe
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress of
the presence of all the applicants for public prints is a mystery to me
new
management,
dating
from
loses
Its
animal
Infected
side.
The
all others.
certificates. We will divide the work is unquestionably a gross outrage cn appetite for anything but the weed,
as nearly as possible into four parts a private corfioration that is comply- gradually grows poor, showing symp- 16,
1906,
prices
all
will
games
on
be
day to each part. ing in every particular with the laws toms of insanity the while, and finally
and devote one-ha- lf
If there are any questions that you of tlie territory under which H ex- dies a lingering death. Thisyear
Best
desire to ask, address the county su- ists. It Is a corporation which has the loco weed has appeared Irt more
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. K.
and
perintendent, Andrew B. Stroup. Al brought1 much money into New Mex- abundance on the mountain sides and
the
equipment in
Southbuquerque, N. M., and they will be ico, and which from its organisation foot hills that ever before and in many
west. Best line of Cigars in the city.
promptly answered.
!
?
the
ANDREW B. STROUP,
Music every
during next week.
County School Superintendent.
r8t,rertofofireCUe;a
oiesale dying of animals.
ALBUQUERQUE'S
MANY
bridges, In its proiosed construction
"My first husband,'1
she sobbed,
to "wras
PLACES OF AMUSEMENT of a railroad line from Torrance
a kind, gentle man, always conRoswell and from Albuquerque to San siderate
OLD ALBUQUERQUE CATHEDRAL
of me. He always let me
Juan county. The purchase was made
ALVARADO HOTEL
THE CASINO, POOL.ROOMS,
AN largely on my personal recommenda-- ! have my own way."
"Yes," growled the second, "and
COMMERCIAL
CLUB BUILDING.
AMUSEMENT PARLOR, A BOWL-I- tion. If any blame for the purchase
look at the result."
AUSTRIAN CHINA
GALLEY, AND NOW A SKAT-IN- of these lands attaches to any one.
resuli?"
What
"Kult?
Berger-Gros- e
it does to me, because I recommended
RINK.
"Why, he's dead."
the purchase of the lands to my as-- ,
AT THE CASINO
Albu- sociates, that we might 'liave a suitaFor places of amusement,
FRESH ARRIVALS.
querque will soon be on a par with ble supply of timber for present and
Friday,
SHELLED PECAN NUTS.
any of the big cities of the west. The fuiture development work ln the ter-- j
and Sunday
and
SHELLED WALNUTS.
Casino Is as commodious and up in rltory."
117 Gold Avenue
Saturday
and
Matinees,
in
SHELLED HICKORY NUTS.
attracitious as any open air theater of
SHELLED ALMONDS.
the country, the city's two billiard MAY INVEST IN
FRESH SMYRNA FIGS.
parlors are
well equipped as the
SMYRNA FIGS IN GLASS, STUFNEW
MEXICO
best p ol rooms of Denver, a bowling
FED WITH CHERRIES.
Cast of Characters.
alley will open on May 23 in the buildSpecialties.
('. Rea Uerger
Hiram Ilrown
PEANUT BUTTER.
ing on Gold avtnu;, occupied by J. WOULDN'T LIVE IN VEGAS FOR
No.
Lucille.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
Jx llckles and Arthur Pickles, two
W, Masters, and an amusement parlor
LOVE OR MONEY THIS PLACE
"Good Things to Eat."
A
brothers
No.
Illustrated songs.
is soon to open in an tniirty siore
CAPLOOKS GOOD, SO SAYS
K. Kiuiik Melville
room in the next block west. An4
No. :i Hill & Edmonds, trio.
trot-21- 9
your
mare
Ilreed
best
to
the
I..
P. Wel.b
TAIN MEYSENBURG.
last, but by no means, the least in
ting stallion ln New Mexico.
Win. Hill
IMcon Jordon
Oru.v, tlx- - handcuff king, nfxt
THE TELEPHONE IS
iniKirtanee of the many amusement
THE TELEPHONE WILL
Algoavenue.
Copper
A. J. Frank came down from
lAxinda Snlgsins . ...M;ihel Sweeney Wedm-Ml-iEVER READY TO TAKE
places the city is soon to have. Is a
RUN YOUR ERRANDS,
night.
May. 23.
(lones
last night and is around the
Cherry Hrown
Pearl Rivers
YOUR COMMANDS.
skating rink. This is to le op. ned
DO YOUR 8HOPPING
TAXES
DUE.
NOW
AND
ARE
CapHWcn to. May
Matilda Hrown
There will l.e an entire change of
AND KEEP YOU
by V. M. Wort man, manager of the city .today with an obi friend,
DELINQUENT
BECOME
ON
WILL
111.,
1I11 on Monday and Thursday of each
Synopsis.
LET IT DO YOUR
Casino, in the building known as Or- tain is-K. Mysenburg, of Grafton,
INFORMED OF SOCIAL
1.
PAY
MONTH.
JUNE
THIS
seeing the southwest with a
Act 1 Mrs. Itniwn'.s
boarding wek during the season. Doors open
WORK.
AFFAIRS.
chestrion hall. The work of snuxrth-in- who
The captain is
hotiKo (morning.)
COTTAGE CHEESE.
at S p. m. Performance begins at
off the "Id lloor is so far ad- view to investments.
Ac2
8:,'J'i.
afternoon.
Same. Tlni
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
Matinee.. Siturdav and Sun- - V
IN YOUR
HOME
vanced that the new rink will likely a banker of the staid old Illinois
t;iv- WE HAVE A FRESH SUPPLY, TO
'Ml n
Act a Sun .
next riHn-ti- .
T;n
nt
Ii.kiJk .
ni
b open to ::: public by next week. town.
"I wouldn't live In tnat town for ARRIVE
SATURDAY
MORNING. ing.
forinance at 1.
YOUR
PRICE SLASH- love or money." said the captain, PLACE
ORDERS EARLY.
THE CHICAGO
to
Matinees.
Admission
Choice of seats.)
ERS ARE AT THE CASH BUY- when telling of his visit to I.a-- s Vegas. SUPPLY LIMITED.
Children
"I like the looks of this place, all
15c
lUc Aduits
BIG BARTHE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
STORE.
UNION
ERS
right."
"Good Things to Eat."
RESERVED SEATS AT LEARNARD & LINDEMANN S MUSIC STORE.
GAINS EVERY DAY.

The county institute for teachers
.which will be conducted In Bernalillo
county this summer, opening June 18
and continuing for two weeks, in the
Old Albuquerque school building will,
j according to County Superintendent
Stroup, be the best institute ever held
In Bernalillo county.
Superintendent Stroup today Issued
the following letter pertaining to the
summer Institute which explains It- -
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Meet Me at Yanow's

Hieh Patent Flour is made from
Choice Kansas Turkey Hard Wheat

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR IT

'

Phne

The ciarkeviiie Produce Co.,

Dealers in Flour and Feed, (or a Sample Sack

Any time between 7 in the
Morning and 9 at Night.

If Your Eyes Need Attention
I will examine them Fkl l

1

anil Guarantee every pair
of glasses I fit tube - - - -

ABSOLUTELY CORRECT
Prices reasonable. Permanently located ai
' I i Railroad avenue.
C. H. CARNES, O. D.

1 1

ALBUQUERQUE

PACE SIX.

JM
TOWN LOTJ.

UNCLE;

EVENIXO CITIZEN.

mm

MORE COMPANIES
FILE THEIR PAPERS
As

Organized

FRIDAY,

Corporations

7" H

u

With the .Territorial Secretary at Santa Fe.
LSTACIA VALLEY

TOWNSIIE

Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

EVSADE
CO.

Territorial Secretary J. V. Raynolds:
V
III
The Macho River Mining Company.
Incorporators are Laurance D. BenTUB NEW METROPOLIS OF THE MIXDORO PROJECT.
of
Every aerfc edict and Harry O. Chamberlain
loss than 4.0Ht penile are now set- - the M.inidoka- project.
Special Corres;on(lence:
Chicago, and Charles Hoyke of Like
"filed
Is
Irrigation
tha!i
been
to
But
traot.
has
on
water
the
the
'have
tied
yo:
Washington, IX C, Miy 1S Ho
The capital
alley, New Mexico.
peoplo on tho town sites are there upon."
This means that on every
.H)U,U"U,
Is
Ho yc! ilo yo! Your rnrlo Samuel merely by sufferance.
The Kanie is X0 acres (there is ftn actual 1xna fide stock of the company
hich is divided into 300,000 shares of
hath I hive towns It sell: The same .true f the buildings. There iare 122 settlor
has built a house. And
news3
all this before there Is a drop of he par value of $1 each; the sum ofwill be put up nt auction at a date business houses. 2 banks,
2,000 has been paid Into the treasopened
papers
water.
school,
a
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Incorporators are Thomas Elliott of
now le sold at auction. And, In the to However, tothere is nothing left in fake enterprises which try to tirade
given
Is
Santa Fe: Alfred H. Bromelsick, of
Fame 'ft the governii.ont
way of free Irrigation farms In on the government Irrigation work.
Artesia; George H. Harbin, of Jlcaril- the right, to furnish, under lease, un the
la; Joseph C. Maxwell, of Artesia;
limited X)er to private individuals
The
Robert A. Thompson, of Mcintosh, and
for manufacturing purposes.
Send for free booklet showing
Cugene A. Reilly, ot Roswell. The
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be put
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Three towns are
i
the
I
of hard water in 100 cit; -,
ton. divided into 250 shares of the par ies in the United States, with the
sale. ind t hey are out In Idaho, on
inalue of $100 each; the sum of $3.OU0 amount of
the Pnake river. They have com?
Pure
as been naid Into the treasury. The
to existence within tl.e past twelve;.
principal ofllce is fixed at Mcintosh Borax necessary to use in each
months. A year V4r there was no
Ing there but sa.nd, Bago brush, coynd Alfred H. Bromelsick Is named as case to soften the water and pro
I-agent. The term of existence is
otes and rattlesnakes. Tnere was not,
duce clean, white clothes without
ears, and the company is incorpor-te- d injury to the finest fabric or most
a habitation within thirty miles. Now;
for the purpose of locating per
there are banks, stores, school houses
sons or families on lands and in homes delicate
and churches. All Is due to the magic
of government Irrigation
either in colonies or otherwise, and
Carax sold by all dealers
o carry on a real estate business
The towns are Heyburn, Seherrov
The North American Copper Company
and Rupert,
Sampls for 5c in stamps.
Incorporators are Thomas A. Lister
On the map look for the southern
Address Pacific Coast Boras Co
of I.ordsburg, New Mexico, and O. B,
boundary of Idaho. Bordering tlrs
Chicago, 111.
Weaver and J. W. Villinger of Wll- line and just alout the middle of it
llaiiisport, Pennsylvania. The capital
Is Linccln county. In the southeast
corner ot the county is the Minidoka
stock of the company Is $i 50,000 dl
irriga:i( n prrject, which consists In
vlded Into 750.000 shares of the par
reclaiming 130,0uo acres of desert by
value of $1 each; the sum of $573,760
damming the Snake river and diverthas lieen paid into the treasury. The the household affairs every
principal ofllce is fixed at Lordsburg,
ing the water to the lands. The three
towns have sprung up along the newly
and Daniel W. Brill Is named as woman wants all the conveniences
obtainable. She knows that where
agent. The term of existence is 25
built rallread.
years and the company is Incorporated
system is, there is a saving of
The latest census shows that no
CONCRETE DAM WITH GATES, ON SNAKE RIVER.
for the purpose of buying, developing
time
and labor. This means that
and operating copper and other min
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will run along smoothly.
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HumlKildt smelter. Tho mines of the era!
for when the
GOVERNOR HAGERMAN'S
A ibank account Is a systematic
reached SaKon his gauges. company and the district generally mining business such as is specified
way of keeping a record of all reFIRST PARDON raised wltj such Inflnte and tender are full of promise. Prof. Blake says n the articles.
care, 'were making their final adieu to that the region is going to be, in fact
The .Trust Company of America.
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ceipts and expenditures.
admerger
company
sorrowing
a
is a
This
of the
world. So Mr. Smith
is now, a m;st important mining cen
management
wlio
household
a
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CONVICTED
OF ded some stature to his beloved tor.
BROWN,
JIM
Trust Company of America and the
keeps a checking account at the
HORSE STEALING, RELEASED gauges and they are doing business at
Trust Company of New York into the
OF
THE
RECOMMENDATION
Nipples.
ON
Sore
North American Trust company, the
the same old stand.
bank Is able to tell where every
A cure may be effected by applying latter taking the name of the Trust
.DISTRICT ATTORNEY.
"Salton sea's depth is now 25 feet,
cent goes and for what purpose-ThInChamberlain's
Salve as so.n as the Company of America. The capital
and the next three months will
checks that go for obligations
Upon recommendation of District crease ithis by 15 feet or more, as the child Is done nursing. Wipe it off stock of the comprny is $2,000,000 di
are returned by the bank to the
with
a soft cloth before allowing the vided into 20,000 shares of the pa
Attorney James M. Hervey. Jim flood season is on, and the Colorados
party Issuing them. They are a
Brown, convicted in 1904 ot larceny, diacharge will lie great during that cnim to nurse. Miamy trained nurses value of $100 each and the full amoun
use tfiis salve with the best results, has been paid Into the treasury. The
and sentenced by Judge W. H. Pope period.
complete record and each check
"About Thermal, which is only 30 Price 25 cents per box. Sold by all New Mexico business offlce Is fixed at
to three years In the territorial penIs a receipt for the amount paid.
Albuquerque and R. W. D. Bryan, of
itentiary, besides being fined JaOO, feet above the rapidly rising sea, the aruggists.
A small amount a sum large
o
that city, Is named as agent. Th
was pardoned on May 11 by Governor ranchers are said to be getting nervous, for it Is generally admitted that NARROW ESCAPE AT
company is incorporated for the pur
enough to cover the amount of
Hagerman
SILVER CITY DEPOT. pose of acquiring, and disposing of
your checks Is all that Is ner.es-sar- y
Brown was arrested for stealing it will 'be Impossible for them to
What, might have proven an awful property, real and personal, in the
horses and convicted In the district achieve 'but indifferent eucoes growto start an account w ith uu.
court for Chavez county. District At ing daniteloupes at the bottom of the accident was narrowly averted at the territory and carrying on a general
torney Hervey gives as on of his sea, even if it is a fresh water sea."
santa be depot in this city Saturday trust business.
The Aurora Mines Company,
reasons for recommending nis pardon
afternoon, a few minutes after the ar
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
A Mountain of Cold
Incorporators are D. D. Culver, Al
rival of the incoming passenger train
thiat it will be necessary to have his
happiness
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says the Silver City Independent. The bert Johnson and Thomas W. Greer. ALBUQUERQUE,
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charged with the aanie crime. Judge Mrs. Lucia Wllke, of Caroline, Wis.,
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Man
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corral, driven by
Pope concurred with tho district at as did one 25c box of Bucklen's Ar- Robert H. Boulware, had started up $500,000, divided into 550,000 shares o
nica Salve, when it completely cured town, crowded with passengers. As the par value of $1 each; the sum of
omey in nis recommendation
running sore on her leg, which had the vehicle was driven across tihe $280,Oiio has been paid Into the treas
investip-ntiviiGovernor Hagerman
lon
"' eatest freight
on the west side of the ury. The principal ofllce is fixed a General Merchandise and Real Estate
and found that Brown had to?,urd,
the matter (himaoif
healer of Piles. Wounds, depot, atrack
For Sale.
prHttahi
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,n,i,f
freight
train was backed, up Lordsburg and D. H. Kedzle Is named
as agent. The term of existence is 2
ai; a rapid spteu, ana came witnin
manner while in (the penitentiary and end Sores. 25c at--o-all druggists.
FOR
SALE General
merchandise
few inches of striking the bus. When years and the company is Incorporated
has been trustworthy and of service NEW TRACKS FOR
and real estate, cheap for cash.
the purpose of purchasing and de FOU
to the prison officials. He is also of
LAS VEGAS STREET CARS Boulware saw the. train apneachine, for
f
Ranches,
SALE
mile
mining properties of all kind
ihe opinion that when Brown comThe new tracks of the Ias Vegas he whipped up the bus team, whioh veloping
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Albuquerque;
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carrying
rind
of
was
the
influenced Street Railway company from Las aro spirited animals, and just got out
mitted the crime he
suitable for aristocratic country
ly older men who led him to do the Vegas avenue to Sixth street, thence of the way, and no more. The freight on a general mining business.
homes anl for truck or general
wrong. In view of these facts the to Center street, to Railroad avenue, train was so close that that the steps
farming; plenty of well water to be
WHAT THE KIDNEYS DO.
pardon was granted, which carries with regulation ninety pound rails has on the back of the bus were etruck
hai at from ten to forty feet.
iwtth It a remission of the fine.
FIFTEEN-ACRbeen completed, and the sharp curve by the oar as it passed. There were Their Unceasing .Work Keeps
ranch, about three
at the Juncture of Sixth and Center three men standing on the steps when
miles from Albuquerque;
fed by
Strong and He.ilthy.
streets, and Lincoln and Grand ave- they sawt the train approaching, but
BERMUDAS IS HELD
two ditches; best irrigating condinue has been greatly reduced. The all jumped and got out of t'he way.
tions; raise anything; best soil in
All the blood In the body passes
FOR SAFE KEEPING large construction car was derailed on Had the bus .been struck by the train through
the valley.
the kidneys onco every three
persons
undoubtedly
several
would
completion
curve
just before the
the
minutes. The kidneys filter the blood THOUSANDS of cottonwood trees for
of the track and delayed work for have been killed, as every seat was They work night and
transplanting.
day.
When
BOY WHO KILLED INEZ LUERAS some
occupied.
time.
500 LOTS In different parts of the city.
healthy, they
remove about
NEAR WILLARD, NOW AT THE
W ill sell cheap on monthly payment
dally, when
For a painful burn there Is noth grains of impure
PENITENTIARY.
A good complexion Is impossible,
plan.
ing like De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. unhealthy some pat of this Impure
with
out
of
If
the
stomach
order.
Florenclo Bermudas, the boy who pasty, sallow, people would pay more There are a host of Imitations of De matter Is left In the blood.
This
Special Record Breaking Offer.
lias been arrested for the murder of attention
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve on the mar- brings on many diseases and symp TWO
to
stomachs
less
their
and
LOTS, one big store witn full
Inex Lueras near Willard, was taken to the ekln on their faces, they would ket see that you get the genuine, tomspain In the back, headache,
stock of general merchandise; two
to the penitentiary Thursday night by have better complexions. KODOL, Ask for De Witts. Good, too, foraun nervousness, hot, dry skin, rheu
extfa rooms In store; large back
iMounbed
Policeman Rafael Gomez FOR DYSPEPSIA, will digest what burn, cuts, bruises, and especially niatism, gout, gravel, disorder of the
yard; barn, and wagon shed;
and R-- G. Putnam, for safe keeping, you
recommended for piles. The name eyesight and hearing, dizziness, ir
your
put
back
eat
stomach
and
bouse adjoining the store.
to await the action of the gTand Jury in the riglit shape to do its own work. 11 C. DeWltt. & Co.. Chicago, is on regular heart, debility, drowsiness
Will sell "dirt cheap" for cash.
dropsy, deposits in the urine, etc,
of Torrance county, in his case. The Kodol relieves
every 1kx. Sold by J. H. O'Rielly
palpitation
of
the
Prices and other information detragedy took place on the Mesa heart, flatulence, sour stomach, heart- Co.
But if you keep the filters right you
sired made known on appl'cation in
Jamanes, eight miles southeast of burn, etc. SjJd by J. H. O'Rielly
will have no trouble with your kid
o
person or writing to owner.
neys.
Willard, and was the result of a quar- & Co.
FOR PUBLICATION.
, NOTICE
Nazarlo Alarld, of Cerrillos Road
rel between Bermudas and Lucius.
o
(Homestead Entry No. 6293.)
Win PECOS VALLEY ECHO .
hot with a
Lueras was
Santa Fe, New Mexico, says: "I was
Department of the Interior, Land of- continually buying medicine for
m
chester rifle in the head, and evi
TO CHANGE HANDS.
flee at Santa Fe. N. M., April 26 kidneys.
dently died immediately.
None of the medicine I
J. K. Little, ni'ho has leen m.innpor
923 So. Second St.
1906.
used bad the slightest effect on my
Bermudas was arrested Tuesday and editcr of the Pecos Valley Echo,
Notice Is hereby given that the fol kldenys or' backache, at least I was Albuquerque,
New Mexico
last by Sheriff Manuel Sanchez, of published at Dayton, Chaves county lowing
named settler has filed no unable to notice any. When an at
Torrance county, and taken to
is negotiating for the saleof the paper
Thursday. He first denied the and will soon retire from it. Under tice of his intention to make final tack of backache reached the vidulent PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHASE
OF CITY BUILDING BONDS.
deed, but soon broke down and con- Mr. Utile's management the Echo has "
"u''i'"rl" "', ms C'BU"' "uu stage, i was compelled to stop work
.
W'H
made before ror an hour until the spasm disap
fessed that he killed Lueras by shoot- done very well and has aided greatly Jat",
Senled bids endorsed "Bid for City
e
States Court Commissioner peared. When suffering from an at
ing him, but claimed ne did so in in the upbuilding or the town and the
at 't?.uq,'1erq,'eMexico on June tack I got Doon's Kidney Pills. Th Building Bonds" and addressed to the
He had an examination section in which It Is published.
6,
!
Garcia y Lopez, of remedy soon Tienefitted me In every "City Clerk, Albuquerque, N. M.,'
at Kstancla lioforo Jib justice Of the
Carpenter, Bernalillo county, New way and removed every symptom of will be received at tho office of the
Postmaster Robbed.
imaop and wa, he-lwithout ball, to1
for the west half of the south-nex- t Kidney complaint. I heartily recom city clerk of Albuquerque, N. M., unappear before the grand Jury at the G. W. Fouts, postmaster at River-- Mexico,
til 12 o'clock, noon, June 4, lflutj, for
quarter of section 12, township mend IVian's Kidney Pills."
term of the district court for ton, la., nearly lost his life and was '
For s:i!e bv all dealers. Price 50 an issue of thirty thousand ($30,000)
Torrance county. There being no jail robbed of all comfort, according to 1" north, range 5 east.'
n
Co.. Buffalo dollars of city building londs of the
in Estancia, he was taken to tie ter-- his letter, which says: "Fir 20 years' He names tho following witnesses cents.
V, sole agents for the United city of Albuquerque, N. M. A certifritorial .penitentiary for confinement. I had chronic liver complaint, which 'o I'rove his continuous residence
ied check for one thousand ($1,000)
led to such a Severn? case of Jaundice ixn and cultivation oof said land, States.
that1 even mv- finger nails turned Remember the name Doan's and dollars must accompany each bid,
THE (il mi! tF
DP.Jt-f,
.
i.
iiii. jauivn i hlsaid sum to be forfeited to the city,
I.eandro Jaramillo,
54
Pedro Garcia, take no other.
as liquidated damages, by the bidder
PORTED STILL RISING trie Bitters; which cured
mo and Kranclsco Olguln and Hario Gutierrez,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
in case of failure ot performance hy
have kept me well for eleven years." jail of Carpetner, New Mexico.
him if his bid Is accepted.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
HAS RAISED NINE FEET IN TWO Sune cure for Biliousness, Neuralgia
DfCC.)
(Homestead
Entry
No.
Said city building bonds are to be
Register. Department
MONTHS AND DANGER FEARED. Weakness and all Stomach, Liver,
of the Interior, Ijind Of- Issued in the denomination of one
o- Kidney and Bladder derangement. A
M.,
1
b''e
May
N.
Fe,
Santa
a'
Hank, the Friend Indeed.
thousand ($1,000) dollars each, are
Since its iuoepiion, the SaltJn sea wonderful tonic. At all drug stores.
Hun;.
Jack Russell passed through here
to bear interest t a rate not to exrUIng.
hajs been continually
Much 50 cents.
Nonet,
given
hereby
that
is
fol
tbo
a few days since, en route for home,
ceed four (4) per cent per annum,
has ben read and said of this wonnas
noninni
nitxi
named iseuier
after seeing his sweot'hoart safely
and are to be 6old at not less than
derful body of water, and the Yuma, ARIZONA COAL PROSPECTS
Thompson's tice of his intention to make final their par value. Bath principal and
Hank
ARE ALL RIGHT. housed beneath
Arizona, Sun adds several more inpro
f
ii
his
of
support
claim,
and
Interest are to be paid in New York
Prof. William P. Blako has returned roof. Never fear, Jack, Hank will see
teresting facts to the history of this
city and the Interest is to bo payable
to Tombstone from an examination of to it that nhe won't be carried off thai sai l proof will bo made
The Sun says:
Hie
probate
clerk
Albuquerque
at
you are absent. Peaceful Valon the first days of Jan"Salton sea has riBen nine feet in some coal measures in the Doer while
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on July o, rami, viz,
Dayton (Ore.)
uary and July of each year.
The examination was ley eoireKK)iidence,
i he last two months, with a might y creek field.
John
Inguna,
M.
of
Valencl
Cunn.
Said bonds aro to be payable at the
wet quarter of a year Immediately in made for Col. George B. Chittenden Chronicle.
county, x. M., for the north half of option
of the city, twenty (20) years
front. Tho railroad track, which was of the Chittenden Copper camp In the
the 11011 heast quarter of section 20
f)ren
nepliew
of
Root,
and absolutely payable thirty (30)
a otioit time ago raisea iniu uiu iic nauum iiumuiauia.
range
township
vice
7
Elihu,
west.
ha
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lieen
first
elected
years after date. The right Is reProf. Blake says there- Is a good president
iiioht peaks of the alghest mountains
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street railof
New
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continuous
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three
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residence
Information, address
For furtlier
excellent fuel for boilers and gas,
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cultivation of said land, Harry F. Lee. City Clerk, Albuquermonths as a motonnan.
It must not "Ion ;iu,
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que. N. M.
vein, which is being
solid three-foo- t
knp water harbor.
Ker e , c. O. Gunn. E. B. Mlllett.
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lou should plan to take that trip to California.

You will enjoy the
Visit the Grand Canyon and Petrified Forest.
Liberal
limit and stopovers.
LOS ANGELES AND R TURN
$39
SAN DIEGO AND RETURN
.$36
SAN FRANCISCO AND RETURN
$45
For other rates and full particulars, call at ticket office. Tick-osale every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, during. May, June,
July, August and September.
T. E. PURDY, Agent
clhange.

n

SPECIAL RATES TO THE EAST

Now Is the time to take tnnt trip back home. Take advantage of the low rates to the east. Tickets on w.)e at special
reduced
rates for the round trip, from June 1 to September 30.
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$55.35
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$47.85
On the following dates the Santa Fe will sell excursion tickets
to the principal points in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota.
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Vasconsin and
Wyoming: June
also June
Inclusive, and July
Inclusive. Call at ticket office and we will help you plan a trip. Below
find rates to a few of the principal .points.
CHICACO AND RETURN
$51.50
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$46.50
MEMPHIS, TENN., AND RETURN
$48.65
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
$3900
ileturn limit of all tickets, October 31.
T. E PURDY Agt
1--

In the management of

DSN V BR

RIO SYSTEM
GRANDS
4

'Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest and quickest Una from
Santa Fa to Danvar, Puablo and Colorado Sprlnga, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Danvar and Puablo wtth
all lines aaat and weat Tlma aa qiilek
and ratea aa low aa by othar llnaa.

e

A.

Bratina

.

one-hal-

E

PULLMAN
DININQ
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.
On all through

tralna. No tlraaoma
delaya at any station.

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, addreea or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

r

Communication Made Easy
El Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great 8outhwest and Kansas City, St. Louie, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

r

A.

30-4- 0

-

p'.f

-

Koster-Mllbur-

vel-viz- .:

t-

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the beet The only way with two through
trains daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation
cara, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time

Jin-in- g

TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

For full particular eee any agent, or addreea

CARNETT KING

Bratina

uJ

p

1

a

n

R. STILL
Gen. Pass. Agent.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

V

Santa

Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all Darts
of the World.
Connections at Torrance. N M., with the El Paso & Southwestern

and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Hallways. At Kennedy and Snta
Ve, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe w ith the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
bpeciai attention given to handling of passengers and freight
oouu juur iieiem yia mo vuiuBgo, itocn island ft Pacific rail- way. via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
8. B. ORIMSHAW
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
J. P. LYN'G,
. A. L. GRIMSHAW.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pss Agt.
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N . M.
MERCHANT

UPSTAIRS,

0
0
II

eaeaaa

semi-annuall-

e

V.

General Agent.

TAILORING

OVER

NO. 209 WEST
AVENUE, O. BAM-

RAILROAD
BINI, PROPRIETOR.

My merchant tailoring shop is
over No. Ma Weat Railroad ave-

WILLING HELPERS.
Wbat's the use of a helper. If
he isn't willing? Willingness la
an ample mantle which will almost cover all the sina of service.
But a classified advertisement In The Evening Citizen la a
willing helper that Is not only
absolutely competent, but also is
a willing worker. It works all
the time for you. It is the best
and most economical publicity In
the world.
Y
S
a

nue, where
solicit the patronage of
tho tmblic. All work nuaranteed
as I have ha4 fifteen years' experience in the business. Suits made
tj order. Clotlus cleanisl, pressed anu
repaired. The specific I use will not
injuro tho cloth. Ijadies' garments
Slyvester B. Garcia, agent for comalso cleaned and walking sklrta made
plete story of San Frauclsco earthto order. Give me a trial.
quake and fire. Leave orders at Brigs'
O. HAMBINI.
drug store, corner of First street and
Try a Citizeu want ad.
Gold aveutie.
first-clas-

t

FRIDAY,

I

renovated throughout and new carpets will lo laid In the corridors and
rooms. The entire enterlor will also
lie redecorated and a corps f paint
ers is now at work In the building.
The various rooms will all he painted
Indian red Is the
in solid colors.
In
color most favored as it "I rW-appearance and iloes not show every
little scratch. The dining room nnil
buffet will be decorated in this coI.t!
scheme.

Just Like Finding It

CAUSES

COAL

AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

f.

STREET

THIS CHANCE

TO

Will Protect You From Partial Loss
THIS WITH YOUR POL: COMPARE

DEATH

RIDE TOO VIOLENT
FOR
EXERCISE
LAWRENCE
GOEHLE, WHO DIED ON

rilONES.

SE-

M
M

CURE BARGAINS IN
A R N E S S

SADDLES
BRIDLES
LAP ROBES

AND ETC.

.

The violent and unnecuM tiled exer-- j
else a'tendant. upon a horseback ride
to Trsiifiiip pueblo and return, last
Sunday, proved too severe for Lawrence Goehle, a health seeker from
Dayton. O., and the young man paid
for his Sunday's outing with Ills life
at a late hour Tuesday afternoon, says
the New Mexican.
Goehle was 23 years f age and was
tm ployed by the Cartw
company as a salesman. Ever aince
his ride on Sunday he complained of
feeling tired, and Tuesday afternoon
hemorrhages set In, gradually becoming more severe, until he died in the
rear of the store. Just Wore 5 o'clock.
Little is known of Goehle, except that
he came here recently from Albuquerque. Ho had been In the territory, it
Is thought, about three months, com
ing to Santa Ke, about eight weeks
ago. He was employed by the Cart- wright-Davicompany almost immediately after his arrival and proved
faithful to his employers, by whom he
was well liked and trusted. Young
Goehle roomed at the home of T. P.
Delgndo, and had apparently formed
few friendships. Dr. Diaz was called
and stated that death was the result
of a hemorrhage, superinduced by toa
violent exercise, and the bodv was
immediately removed to the Wagner
undertaking
establishment.
Fred
Goehle, a contractor in Dayton, O.,
farher of the boy, has been notified,
and telegraphed an order for the body
to be sent to Dayton. It will be ship
ped east.
right-Davi-

M

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.
ued and he has testified at both of the
former trials against the lads. He
confessed at the last trial to having
been a horse thief. The motion for
continuance will be bitterly fought
The three accused men have been
in Jail at Las Vegas for two years. At
the last trial the jury stood eleven
o" one for acquittal and at the first
trial seven to five.
At the last trial four witnesses, in
eluding J. J. Thomas, manager of the
Sunnyside mine. Denver, swore pos
Itlvely that the men were at the mine
the morning of the day on which the
train was held up. There is so strong
a belief at Las Vegas that the boys
are Innocent, that Las Vegas people
have
a considerable
contributed
amount of money toward their defense. There are large rewards out,
said to amount to $15,000, and every
effort Is being made by the Rock Isl
and officers to secure conviction. It
seems likely that a motion for continuance will be granted despite the
hardship It will Inflict upon the prisoners, who are withou means and cannot give bond.

NOTES

RAILROAD

ild

It Is understood that Harvey
$25,000 for the furniture and fixtures

In the dining room at the Union depot
ia El Paso.
Conductor and Mrs. Jack Murray
passed up the road for Las Vegas the
otiier day. Mr. Murray I now a conductor on the Mexican Centra!. He
was formerly on a run on the
Fe.

$10,000 policy provides: WcYkly sick bo: .fit, $30; weekly
accident benefit, $30; if Injured on public conveyance, $100 per
week; for total disability, $10,000, In ten annual Installments; In
case of death, $1,Q,000; cash, or paid up insurance at maturity. Divi
A

dends paid annually.
Annual Cost per $1,000, at the age of 30 years
For further information, call on or address,

$27.00

F. B. SCHWENTKER, Manager
Room No.

s

s

We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

Co.

OF CALIFORNIA.

HORSEBACK

J. D. EMMONS the FURNITURE MAN
BOTH

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance

PLEASURE TRIP

t

PAGE SEVEN.

DO YOU CARRY FIRE INSURANCE? Of course yen do. Will
your company pay for a partial loss? Certainly y: u would not be
foolish enough to Insure in a company which did not.
DO YOU CARRY LIFE INSURANCE? Yes. loaded with it. Will
your company pay for pflrMil loss on your life? No, you never
thought of that!

h

If you founj a sliver dollar lying on the street
would you hesitate Ions before picking it up? I
think not. If you had an opportunity to nave a clean
silver dollar in purchasing a piece of furniture for
any room would you tako advantage of it? 1 think
ye a.
we are offering With any price
That's just wl-aof furniture sold at this store I will save you at least
a clean silver ilollar.

CORNER

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

MAY 18, 1906.

For New Mexico and Northern Arizona.
Armljo Building.
AutJ. Phone

1, N. T.

730

W. L. IHIMKLh & CO.
Not if as Rich as Rockefeller.
If you had all the wealth of Rocke LIVERY, SALE,
FEED AND TRANSfeller, the Standard OH magnate, you
FER STABLES.
could not buy a better medicine for
Bought and Exbowel complaints than Chamberlain's Horses and Mules
changed.
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY

The most eminent physician can not Second Street, between Railroad and
prescribe a better preparation
for
Copper Avenue.
colic and diarrhoea, both for children
adults.
The unlfor msuceess of
and
ELITE CAFE
this remedy has shown It to be superior to all others. It never falls,
and when reduced with water and
GOOD
TABLE BOARD. $4 A
sweetened, It is pleasant to take. WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
family
Every
should he supplied with SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
it. Sold by all druggists.

SCREEN TIME

Furniture

MILL

B. A. SLEYSTER
REAL

INSURANCE,

ESTATE-NOTA-

RY

PUBLIC.
5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
FOR NEW LANDS Room Automatic
Telephone, 174.

Summer School

CARLOAD
OF IMMI
SPECIAL
GRANTS FROM KANSAS WILL
IN
ES
DOUBTLESS LOCATE
TANCIA.

Our Top Buggies tad
Runabouts must warm
W
need the floor
space for another oar.
It's a time to helo
yourself by helping no.
RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00: now
i46.no t tinaon
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to 140jOO; now
$52.50 to $123.00
We are also quoting very low prices on Surreys, Stanhopes, Concords, Buckboards. Soring Wazons. etc. nut nf imn hntne. aniinitjwt
Write for catalogue and prices

Albuquerque
Carriage Co
Corner first and Tijera Road.
Albuquerque

Foundry and

Albuquerque

Business College.
OPENS '
Monday, June 4, 1906,
Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping,
Graded and High School Branches
$10.00 for ten weeks.
Geo, S. Ramsey
Mrs. R. O. Stoll,
Proprietress
Manager
410 West Railroad Ave.

Man.

Machine Works

r.

R
MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;
hafUars.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts fe?
uuiiQings.
Ropmlrm on Mining an Mill Mmchlnory m mpoclmltt
Foundry east side of railroad tiack.
Albaqaerois. W. M.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
GftiTal Bgfldlng Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marqucttt

FIGURE ONWITH US

NC

axxxxycoixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxM

MANY SETTLERS

Into Yours

TT

XV

THORNTON Tho Cllncr
Cleans everything.
He is the

here. Door and Window
screens mads to order.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN6

Pocket

XXXXXXXXXX4
STEAM
CARPET
CLEAN

OOCOCXXXXXXXDCXXXXXOCXXlOO

Is

Out of Our

Mowers, Rakes, Wheat Binders,

Moving, pack-

ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and is no upstart at
the business. There is no other
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
737 South Walter Street.

Presses & Farm Machinery

Hay

& CO.,
KORBER
ALBUQUERQUE,
N.

XXXXXXXXXX'
Thos. F. Keleher

paints, oils, Varnishes and
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.

James T. Goane, who was injured
recently on the Pinos Altos, Silver
A party of fifteen home seekers
City & MogoIIon railroad by being
from the vicinity of Wichita, Kansas,
traveling in their special car, with a
crushed while coupling two cars, is
in a very serious condition at the
view of settling permanently in the
Estancia valley arrived in Santa Fe
Sisters' hospital, in Silver City, and Is
not expected to live.
Thursday night over the Santa Fe
THIRD STREET
WE FILL
Luts party ih under me ui- lauwuy.
James Callahan, age 40 years, emrectlon of C. T. Ratliffe of the Rat- PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
ployed by the South western as a
liffe Investment company, which has
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEswitchman in the Douglas yards, was
already brought four parties to the
At Consistent
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
fatally injured at the water tank at
NUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
Estancia valley and succeeded in se- Steam Sausage Factory.
that place the other night1. He was
curing many settlers. The party left
COMMERCE.
Prices
taken to he Calumet & Arizona hos- TRAINS OF STEEL ARE EN
yesterday noon for Estancia, will
EMIL
KLEINWORT.
pital w'liere an examination of his inROUTE TO
'FRISCO. spend today looking over the land, and
Masonic Building, North Third Street
juries showed that he could not live. Cars filled wltth REBUILD
materials for the re- will return to Santa Fe tonight. It
OOOOOCOOCXJCXaXXXXXXDClOOOO
building of San Francisco ere passing is quite likely that nearly all of the
Another party of capitalists and through El Paso with a rush, says
prospective
settlers will decide to
the
Wootton & Myer,
prospective investors in the Kansas
The Southwestern and Rock make their permanent homes In the
THE CELEBRATED
City, Mexico & Orient' railway will ar- Herald.
Island roads handled thirty cars load- beautiful valley, which has already
rive in FJ Paso May 22. President E. ed
with steel, lumber and iron, from proven such a mecca to home seekers
A. Stilwell of the Orient will be in eastern founderles
mills, frojnthat section of Kansas lying near
If you think that a windcharge of the party. The usual trip to which are billed toandSanlumber
Francisco, .Wichita. Many of the party which loft
;
mill will not furnish you
m-Mexico City will be made and the par-- i with
to hurry the ship today have friends who have already
look
with water, take
ty will be entertained in true Stilwell ments instructions
AND RENTALS
Bettled in the valley and their enthu- with all possible speed.
Rt my residence, at 512
fashion.
Notice has been received at the gen- siastic letters of the prospects of the
South Brodway, and also
Ranches and Farms
The Santa Fe, the Erie, and other eral 'freight office of the Southwestern new land have done much toward en- the two houses at the corcouraging them to start west.
roads have adopted steel cars for the tnat many train loads of these
Coal avenue- - and
ner
of
Large.
Jry
Rooms.
Prices
Very
Res.
service, and the Santa Fe is teria'& are coming, and for several
Arnold street: They are
Honestly,
you beginning to
3
Correspondence Solicited.
Bottled in Bond.
sonable.
also having flfltv steel underframe months- - at ,)eIeaBt' a1' supplies of this feel sorry foraren't
all supplied by a
123 8. Third St.,
the Standard Oil
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE,
handled by this route,
smoking cars built. One. of the main kin,d wlu
mill, pumping the water
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.
Proprietor.
insr tho r a i linna ,i a owing to a blockade of the Untcji Pa- seventy-fivfeet.
OOOOOCOOCH
to the use of steel In the passenger clnc nt Ogden. Relief supplies are
,nS
handled
over
northern
the
route
saving
is
material
service
the
in the in,
the stricken city, and so great
Distillers.
&
loss of life. The greatest railway fa- DO
YOU WEAR
BIFOCULS?
1,en the traffic of this class that
tallties occur in the smoking cars, but hag(ien
FRANKFORT, KV.
ESTATBL
INSURANCE,
REAL
FIRE
u ln a Btate of congestion
with steel frames the fatalities, are
LOANS.
nnot be cleared for some
pre- - whicn
gretatly reduced and frequently
Automatic phone 451.
"me, as the shipment of provisions
vented.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
If so, let us demonstrate the advantages of our
MELINI & EAKIN
to 'Frisco ta feed the countless thous- General Repair Shop.
ands who are dependent upon the city
RATES ANNOUNCED
a solid Iense with two fields.
Sole Agents.
Furniture iacked and crated; gaso
FOR CLOUDCROFT n"'Rt continue for some time.
line ami gas stoves repaired.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Shipments coming in over the;
Summer rates to Cloudoroft over
Manufactured solely by the BE8BER OPTICAL CO.
Next to Walton's drug store, South
Automatic Phone, 199.
points on the El Paso & Southwestern South western are turned over to the
Third street.
have been announced by the passen boutnern Pacific at this point. Traf-UP TO DATE SIGNS
1 15 We st Gold Avenue.
ger department of the road. Low rate flc over these roads will be under a
round trip tickets will be sold be- great stimulus for months to come,
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
ginning June 1st, every day of the and the roads will handle all materials
PIONEER BAKERY
summer to and Including September r 'Frisco with all possible speed.
0. W. Strong's Sons
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
29th.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Daily tickets good for return any IMPROVEMENTS AT CASTEN- STRONG BLOCK.
riRE
ADA HOTEL, LAS VEGAS.
time during the season will be sold for
WEDDINO CAKES A SPECIALTY.
INSURANCE.
Now that the Santa Fe railroad of$5, while a $3 rate will go on every
Secretary
Building AssociaMutual
IN
HONOR
OF
THE
AVe desire patronage and we guarSaturday, good to return no later than ficials at Las Vegas have an office
tion. Office at 217 West Railroad
antee first class baking.
the Monday following date of sale. building of their own the north wing
avenue.
This latter ticket applies only to El of the Castenada Hotel, which they
27 South First Street, Albuquerque.
Paso, Newman and Jarilla Junction. have been occupying is being remodTOTI A. GRADI
The down
M. DRAGOIE
Low rates are also given for other eled for hotel purposes.
points on the Southwestern as far' stairs rooms are being fixed up for
Superintendents
Fslrvlew
ud
In
Dealer In
Hay,
Groceries,
Provisions,
Dealers
sleeping apartments for the waitnorth as S.inta Rosa.
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Grain and Fuel.
resses and chambermaids, while the
GRAND ELECTRIC PAGEANT WITH 15,000 SHRINERS l LINE
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
eight upstairs rooms are being conPULLMAN PEOPLE MAKE
MONUMENTS
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
GORGEOUS FLORAL PARADE
DAY FIRE WORKS
and Clears. Place your orders for
WITH MEXICO COMPANY verted into additional gwst chamlers.
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
us.
with
line
this
The Castenada is now- in the midst
Through the terms of a contract
N. Second St., Both Phones.
A WEEK OF STARTLING ENTERTAINMENT
300 North Broadway, corner of WasU-ingtowhich has been entered into by the of a thorough overhauling. It will be
11213.215-21avenue,. Albuquerque, N. ML
NORTH THIRD
Mexican Car and Foundry company;
'
R
and the Pullman company the latter1
has secured a place in which its Mex- lean equipment can be repaired and
overhauled. The Pnliman company
took up the proposition some time ago
and for a time it was believed that
the company would build a small repair shop in Mexico City. The contract with the car and foundry company will make this unnecessary.
The Pullman company now operates
cars on almost every railroad line in
l he republic both narrow and standard
gauge.
The company's many cars in
the republic are from time to time in
accidents, wrecks anil other necessary
railroad evils with the result that
Gut-o- ff
many repairs are needed. In the past
it has been necessary whenever the
damage was considerable to send the
is 31 miles
N. M.,
from Chicago,
car to the I'ni'ed States for repairs.
Main Line of
With tlie new arrangement it will be
City,
Old Mexico
Francisco, Los Angeles, El
possible to et the cars hack into the
service in much less time than before.
The Mexican Car and Foundry company will do the repair and overhauling wiui; fur the company and will inspect all of the Pullman equipment
Of 1,000 business sod residmre lo-size 25x142 feet, laid out w:th Lroad 80 and
that comes to Mexico. The c?.r Zayla,
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; publlt school Bonis, cost-- i
the first to be dainae,i since the conW,00O; churchei. Commercial club; a population of 1,600 lahablianU; largest mercantile establishments In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
now
the
is
in
tract became effective,
laltsruiU, etc. Belen it U.e largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beam an hay in Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future cannot be estimated
shops at Hutchison.
t

j

B. RUPPE

Meat Market

Grand Central Hotel

j j j

mux

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Villi

WAT 'IE IB

Real Estate

ma-ma-

12-fo-

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

e

A. D. JOHNSON

RANKIN

CO.

J. H, SHOEMAKER

j

Reform Dlfocul,

i

T A.

LA FIESTA DE

LAS FLORES

Lucero

A. E. WALKER,

UNDERTAKERS

Imperial Council of the Mystic Shrine

Los Angeles, May 21, J906

CON-TRAC- T

'ftt

201-21- 1

n

C

i"

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Lk&aied on the Helen

&9en

of The Atchison, Topeka

south of Albuquerque,
at the junction of the
Kansas
Galveston and points east to San

&

Santa

re

Raiivay

the Santa Fe systemleading east and west
Paso and

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclen Townsite
70-fo-

I

TRAIN ROBBERS MUST

REMAIN IN JAIL
Assistant I'niK'd States Attorney K.
L. Medler Wednes lay at'ernoon made
a motion to continue the case of the
United States vs. .Ink Black, Jim
Black and John Murphy, charce.j with
holding up a I'n it d S'ai. s iii;il train
at Logan, N. M tine.- years at,o, on
trial at Las Vegas. The ground was
that Dee Butler, an imiio! taut witness.
ild
had been seriously injuii .,1 and
nut be present this term.
Iiutler wps in the Chii .i
(used of nurse btealiiiL' airl will 'e itlty
'
him
that the lllack boys eonle.-that they robbed the train. The in- against Uutlei were oirin-

iLL FSST LIMITED EXPRESS,

lit

effored are Id the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by
utiop. etc, etc.
trjr.
Alio s
modern hotel

accJ rsrd. drus

first-clas-

-

P

ROUTE

Mvatlon);no

W.LL

GO OVER

sand or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
We need a

first-cla-

ss

TQ BELEN,

bakery, tailor

Tfoz,
in

JonN BECKER, President
'"sVAJUf

6 AST AND WEST. NORTH

AND SOUTH.

nop. shoe bouse, Jeweler, plumbing shop, plaatag mill.

s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE 10V. AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MA? AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

.

!a-h-

MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA

DEEDS.

Below Town and improvement Company
WM. M. BERGER,

Secretary

nfi

AfJ

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
DAY AND WEATHER.

Fair tonight and Saturday.

THE TIME IS HERE
Warm Weather Brings With It One Cool
Low Shoes

Comfort

PRETTY AND SHAPELY. THEY ARE THE VERY THING TO
ADD THE FINISHING TOl'CH TO YOUR SUMMER DRESS OR SUIT.
WE HAVE THE PROPER STYLE FOR ANY OCCASION STREET,
DRESS OR HOUSE WEAR.

Sunrise 4:53; set, 6:59; length, 14
hours and 6 minutes. Moon roae this
morning at 2:40. The early morning
was quite cool, but the day gradually
and pleasantly warmed up; wind not
excessive. A good rain would be acceptable. However, crops are doing
well. On this day, 1675, was born
Marquttte, who became a priest and
missionary to Canada. He was a
great explorer, and chiefly made
known the Mississippi river.
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
o'clock this afternoon it was
roKrlod at the x 'a Santa Fe station that all Incoming passenger
trains were on itime.
At

4

1

FOR MEN:
PATENT COLT OXFORDS
VICI KID OXFORDS
VELOUR CALF OXFORDS, BLACK OR TAN
CANVAS OXFORDS, DARK GRAY

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00
$1.25, $2.25, $3.00, $3.50
$2.25, $3.00, $3.50
$1.50

FOR WOMEN:
CANVAS OXFORDS, WHITE OR GRAY
DONGOLA OXFORDS, BLACK OR TAN
VICI KID OXFORDS, BLACK OR TAN
PATENT KID OXFORDS

$1.25, $1.50,
$1.50,
$2.25,
$2.50,

SAUCES

$2.00,
$1.65,
$2.50,
$2.75,

$2.25
$2.00
$3.00
$3.50

AND CONDIMENTS.

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This la because we always procure the best manufactured.
We And out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
Not. 118 and 120 South Second street.

T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Hickox - Maynard

Co

Fine new line Pickard's" Hand
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your inspection.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
SOUTH

THE ARCH FRONT.

8ECOND

8TREET.

THE SODA THIRST
It has come and we were never
better able to entertain it. Treat
your throat at our fountain.
NEW- -

O'RIELLY'S SPECIAL CHERRY SISTERS
'

AMERICAN BEAUTY

Barnett Building

J. H. O'RIELLY GO, Druggists

LUMBER,

-

CEMENT,

-

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Go.
First and Marquette,

,

J

-

VFRlTT
I

JLj

Albuquerque, N. M.

Diamond

111 1 1

Palace

RAILROAD

Diamonds, W&tcbea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE.
We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

1

Attorney llencock has returned from
a flying trip to Ilcrnallllo.
Mrs. John Stewart went to Springer
last night on a visit to her parents.
The schools of District 13, Old Albuquerque and Purancs, closed yesterday.
Attorney Thos. Phelan was a pas
senger for Santa Fe this morning on

train

No. 2.
Mrs. Nelll B. Field has repaired to
the Field cottage on the Pecos river

for the summer.
P. NT. llartzell, who has been the
guest of Harvey Uittner the past
three weeks, has returned to lxs An
geles.
District Attorney E. C. Abbott of
Santa Fo county arrived In the city
last evening on business of a legal
nature.
W. C. Strickland, representing the
Beacon Paper company, St. Louis, Is
In the city on business with the local
printing houses.
Rev. Jouvencau of the Catholic par
ish of Bernalillo was In the city on
business. He returned to Bernalillo
this afternoon.
W. C. Learnard left this morning for
his home at Los Angeles after a short
visit In the city looking after his Al
buquerque property Interests.
Clark M. Carr of the ZunI Lumber
company, who was at Santa Fe on
matters of business before the land
commissioner, has returned
to the
city.
Mrs.
F. It. Cross returned to her
homo at Santa Fe this morning after
a pleasant visit In the city with her
daughters, Mrs. John Fletcher and
Miss Katherlne Cross. The latter Is
recently of Sun Francisco.
Mrs. G. F. Powers and sister, Miss
Katie Horn, will go to San Marclal
on Saturday evening for a visit to
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Horn.
They expect to be absent from the
city a week or ten days.
Attorney Ellsworth Ingalls, special
attorney from the department of justice of the Indian depredation claims
department, has returned to the city
from a business trip to Washington,
D. C, and a visit to his home at Atchison, Kansas.
C. A. Hawks, manager of the First
Street natatorium, announced today
that the swimming pool would be
opened for business tomorrow. Ed.
Flvke, who successfully managed the
pool last season, will bo In charge
again this year.
Jesse Wlheelock, the Denver life insurance agent, left for the north this
morning after a pleasant visit In the
oity with old friends. Mr. Wheelock
was one of the pioneers of Albuquerque, having come to the place at the
beginning and remaining fifteen years.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Putney and
children left yesterday on the flyer
for southern California. They will
visit all the resorts adjacent to Los
Angeles, and before returning to Albuquerque will take In the sights at
San Francisco. They will be absent
a couple of mouths or more.
The pupils of the Old Albuquerque
and Duranes public schools, in answer to an appeal sent out by Territorial Superintendent of Public Instruction Hiram Hadley, for donations
to a fund to assist in building a memorial school in devastated San Francisco, gent yesterday to Prof. Hadley
14.16 to be applied to this fund.
Half a dozen little tots, ranging In
age from 6 to 10 years, are having a
fine time bathing in the acequia just
back of the Highland Pharmacy on
Complaints
east Railroad avenue.
have reached this office on the practice of the naked urchins playing in
the water right In town, and parents
should Biipply their little fellows with
bath tubs at home.
Albert J. Cook, who is in the city
visiting his brother, C. E. Cook, traveling freight and passenger agent for
the Santa Fe, yesterday received a
telegram saying that he hnd been successful In passing the examination to
enter the V'nited States naval academy at Annapolis. Mr. Cook received
his appointment to Annapolis through
Congressman Mann of Illinois.
D. J. Matthew and daughter, Miss
Doris, arrived last night from Lon
don, Canada, and will remain two

weeks, visiting his brothers, J. E. and
A. H Matthew. The visitor resided in
Albuquerque About Ave years ago at
which time he was a druggist. He
now conducts a drug store of his own
back in Canada, and reports himself
In good health and prosperous.
Judge A. L. Kendall of Cerrillos
came in from Helen this morning, and
will continue on to Cerrillos tonight.
The judge made a trip over the Helen
cut-of- f,
and be pronounces It the finest piece of railroad work he ever
traveled over. There are no rough
places and the train moved over the
new rails niurh easier than they do
over many places on the main line.
Word reached the city last night
that an native boy by the name of
Alberto Sanchez was so badly beaten
over the head In the old town of San
Marclnl on Wednesday night that he
was not expected to live. His assailant
was a man named Carmody and the
weapon was a revolver used as a club.
The cause of the trouble Is thought
to have been too much native wine.
The waters of the Rio Grande still
continue to rush along nnder the
bridge at a very rapid rate and
although the bridge has been somewhat repaired danger signs still hang
out The water is still as high as at
any time the past few days, and warm
days and nights will have a tendency
to bring down more water from the
However,
surrounding
mountains.
(hero is no danger at present of an
overflow as the water is no where
near the dykes yet.
Captain Schloss of the Sehloss-Ster- n
company, nn equestrian of great
fame, gave an exhibition of fancy riding on the corner of Second street
and Railroad avenue this morning at
10.30 o'clock. The captain was astride
the pacing horse, Boone, but the ani
mal, who shows symptoms of coward- Ict when an automobile is in sight.
ihad his way, and the captain, in
to sustain his reputation, Jockeyed
a short time around the corner, after
which Boone proudly strutted off in
opposite direction to that from the
automobiles.

WE

THOUGHT

TAKE

of fit and style, and you could not come in
here and go out as a purchaser unless the
Suit or Overcoat you bought fitted you to

make
our satisfaction. STEIN-BLOCour clothes and this assures the closest apAmerican
proach to fit and
tailors can effect. You1 had better try us
artist every time.
We can beat your tape-lin- e
H

style-perfecti-

on

Suits
$7.50 to $16

Two-Piec- e

VEGETABLES

TRY ONE

tie'

Weft Gold

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

You

can't buy

Shoes here

ORANGES.

--

GRAPE FRUIT.
GREEN WAX BEANS.
FRESH SUGAR PEAS.
ASPARAGUS.
EteQ PLANT.
CALIFORNIA AND NATIVE
ETTUCE.
TOMATOES, ETC.

without becoming a friend of the store's.
Scores of
customers
this.

for Sunday dinner, when
ping at

shop-

We are willing to admit this much: We are after
the business of every person in town who wants big
value for his money, and to get this business we are
putting just as much style and comfort and wear
into every pair of shoes as it is possible to put In

Good Things to Eat.

""

i.iiaw

at the price.

n

urn

i

o

ty

The Jaffa Grocery Co.
"

testify-t-

The only reason we can give for this
is that our shoes are either more comfortable
or wear longer or look dressier (or all three) than
do the other fellow's.

Call and see our assortment.
No trouble to find what to cook

SHEEP PASTURE

DOUGLAS

The undersigned will receive applications for sheep pasturage on tract
of 20.000 acres in east of Cebolleta
Grant, 32 miles west of Albuquerque.
L. B. PRINCE.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
TAXES ARE NOW DUE, AND
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.

SHOES

$3 50

SIMON
STERN
Railroad Avenue ClotHier
Ufta

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
THE STORE FOR STYLE, SERVICE AND SAVING

Tennis Oxfords with rubber soles
and canvas uppers, either white or
black, for men. women and childrtn,
Sue. We. fine and 75c at C. May's Shoe
Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

Men's Clothing for Spring and Summer

drbbii&i
FRESH TODAY:
BROILERS,
SPRINGS,
HENS,
TURKEYS,

TO MAKE THEM MOVE FAST WE HAVE PLACED ON SALE ALL
OF THE LATEST STYLE DOUBLE AND
SINGLE BREASTED SACK
SUITS, THAT SOLD AT REGULAR PRICE FROM $16.50 TO $22, AT
THE VERY IX) W PRICE OF

i

$15.00 the

DUCKS,

EVERY SUIT GUARANTEED. SEE BIO WINDOW DISPLAY.

GEESE.

TRUNKS, SUIT CASES AND BAGS
EXTRA SPECIAL ATTRACTION IN OUR TRUNK, SUIT CASE AND
BAG DEPARTMENT THIS WEEK.
CALL AND INSPECT OUR LINE
BEFORE BUYING.
PRICES ALWAYS THE LOWEST.

SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.

lbs. Newton creamery
Can soup

2

butter.

. .

45c
08c
25c

Large package of oat flakes
1 bottle of chow chow, 1 of pickles
and 1 of mustard
25c
We are showing a nice assortment
of hammocks.
Large can of cream
09c
2 cans of California plums
25c
pumpkin
can
of
10c
124
Oyster crackers, per lb
06c
See Is for terotia and flies. Our assortment of canvas goods is the most
complete In town.
Raisins, per pkg
09c
40c
Extract of beef
Hires' extract of root beer
20c
per
pkg
Macaroni
08c
We are well prepared to furnish you
with fresh eggs; if the eggs your grocer furnishes don't suit you, try ours.
2 cans of corn beef
25c
Ofic
Pearl barley, per pkg
Sago, per pkg
08c
2 cans of clams
25c
you
If
are going on a picnic, see
us for paper plates, paper napkins,
picnic hats, etc.
THE MAZE. .
William Kieke, Proprietor.

cocacoocooo cooooocacoccooooco

Whitney Company

i?

Whitcomb Springs Delightful summer resort, Is now open to the public. Good rooms, good meals, every
thing clean and nice. Bring your
families and come out and see us.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.
WANTED, "STORAGE.
Your heating stoves stored for the
summer.
J. W. MASTERS.
118 Gold Avenue.
o
ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
Machinery,
complete,
including
boiler and engine, for
rolloT
flour mill. Address, Martin Lonman,
I .as Crucee, N. M.

-

H3, it5,

IVES, THE FLORIST.

TICKETS

R.R.

AND

S. T. VANN, 0.

ttt

NEW MEXICO.

PRESIDENT OF
NEW MEXICO
OPTICAL

BOARD.

i

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Successors to E. J. POST

Wholesale
and Retail

& .COMPANY

HARDWARE WhaXetal,

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

FREEZERS

room No. 2. Call

and see him at
once.
Ho will
tell ji.ur principal object anoii.
If "ptical,
all him up on Auto-v if 'phone 101, and ho will answer
an
your principal object, for a
I'
"i. ner the wire. Ho give
Urnis. And will read the public
ioi: eh n rue. Donate if von ixh
II iv,
to!
your children deliiu-iitul.;it i hey
should follow, wnen
H"'
description of
MmuM marry,
1"
'H. business, life and spirit. Walk
up t.i.rs and be seated.
Pmf. lulyou
r. ad
u in room 2. II, nns, daily
n

il

--

9 p. in.

FIRST ESTABLISHED
OPTICIAN IN

'

Jhe famous
Astrologer and
Palmist is at 504
West
Railroad
avenue,
corner
of Fifth street,
Garcia building,

t

D,

Glasses fitted for relief of poor
nervous
vision, headache
and
Appointments
made at
strain.
Vann's drug store.

m.lTELYO U..
Sot,

m.

40 J, 403 North First Street

Eye Sight
Specialist

Association Office
Transactions
Guaranteed
RQSENFIELD'S.
118 W. R. fl. Ave.

''

1 Sooth First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings.
for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will outlast any door shipped In here
from the cast, together with trimmings, for $1.25.
We make the regular fhop made
screen doors that have always cost,
heretofore, $2.00 to 12.25, for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.
FRESH CUT FLOWERS.

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
, Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

l

122
8. Second

FRUITS

CHERRIES.
BLACKBERRIES.
STRAWBERRIES.
RASPBERRIES.
APRICOTS.
APPLES.
CURRANTS.

I

OUR TAILORS KNOW HOW

UNO

MAY 18, 1906.

or-de-

Union Underwear

Suits
for Men
$1.25 to $3.00

FRIDAY,

Ba-rel- as

'

SUITS
$12,50 to $30.00

CITIZEN.

EVENING

j

RUBBER HOSE

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS
GALVANIZED
POULTRY. NETTING

GARDENTOOLS

SPADES7SH0VELS
RAKES
GARDEN BARROWS

215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,
XZXXXXXXXXX4XZXX-ZXXXXXXXXXXXXZX-

NEW MEXICO
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